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Summary
High altitude platform station (HAPS) has gained much attention in the recent years as 
communications systems using HAPS as the infrastructure are able to overcome the shortcomings 
o f both the terrestrial tower-based and satellite systems. Furthermore, HAPS is widely identified 
as a potential infrastructure that is able to deliver the third generation (3G) and beyond 3G mobile 
communications services in a spectral efficient and cost effective way. HAPS has already been 
accepted by International Telecommunication Union (ITU) as an alternative way o f delivering the 
IM T-2000/UM TS (International M obile Telecom m unications System 2000/Universal M obile 
Telecom m unications System) services in the frequency ranges 1885-1980 MHz, 2010-2025 M Hz 
and 2110-2170 M H z in Regions 1 and 3, and 1885-1980 M Hz and 2110-2160 M Hz in Region 2. 
This thesis focuses on the development o f new handover algorithms specific to HAPS UMTS 
em ploying wideband code division multiple access (W CDM A) scheme.
The different types o f handover scenarios in HAPS UM TS are studied and the differences in soft/ 
softer handover between the HAPS UM TS and terrestrial tower-based UMTS are identified. The 
effect o f softer handover on the forward link system capacity in HAPS UMTS is analysed and the 
optimum  softer handover distances for handover between two and three base stations are 
determined. By exploiting the unique characteristics HAPS UM TS, we propose two adaptive 
softer handover algorithms based on m obiles’ travelling speeds and directions. W e also propose 
an adaptive softer handover algorithm for HAPS UMTS with onboard power resource sharing. 
The perform ances o f the proposed algorithms are analysed using the HAPS UMTS system level 
sim ulator where a more realistic cellular environment can be incorporated. Finally, the handover 
scenarios in HAPS/tow er-based overlay UMTS are studied. Three adaptive inter-system handover 
algorithm s are proposed with the aim to achieve a m ore balanced loading condition between the 
layers so as to enhance the system ’s quality of service.
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Chapter 1
1 Introduction
This chapter presents the motivation of the research, provides an outline of the thesis and 
summarises the significant contributions of this research.
1.1 Motivation
High altitude platform  station (HAPS) is an airborne platform  located at an altitude of 20 km to 50 
km  and at a specified, nominal, fixed point relative to earth. This platform has great potential to 
be the alternative telecommunications infrastructure as it is able to overcome the shortcomings of 
both the terrestrial tower-based and satellite systems and deliver wireless com m unications 
services in a more cost effective and spectrally efficient way [1]. Such a system  can operate 
com plem entarily with existing infrastructure in ground (terrestrial tower-based) and space 
(satellite) and improve markedly the potential of wireless broadband access in both large 
m etropolitan areas and in sparse provincial or island areas.
Currently, the developm ent of a reliable HAPS platform  and communications payloads is being 
pursued actively worldwide. Different types of com munications payloads have been proposed for 
HAPS. These include fixed wireless access (FW A), broadcasting, navigation, second generation 
(2G) GSM /GPRS (Global System for M obile Communications/General Packet Radio System) 
and third generation (3G) IM T-2000/UMTS (International M obile Telecom munications System 
2000/Universal M obile Telecommunications System). Out of these applications, FW A and IMT- 
2000/UM TS are the two main areas where most of the research and development efforts on 
com m unications payloads are focussed. The innovative way of providing higher data rate mobile 
com m unications services using HAPS was first proposed in [1]. This approach has already been 
accepted by International Telecommunication Union (ITU) as an alternative way of delivering the 
IM T-2000/UM TS services within the terrestrial com ponent of IM T-2000/UMTS in the frequency 
ranges 1885-1980 MHz, 2010-2025 MHz and 2110-2170 MHz in Regions 1 and 3, and 1885- 
1980 M Hz and 2110-2160 MHz in Region 2 [2]. ITU has also approved the use of the 47/48 GHz 
band for the delivery o f fixed wireless services using HAPS.
Currently, although the standards for terrestrial-based UM TS/IM T-2000 systems have been 
finalised, the services in Europe have been greatly delayed due to the following inter-related 
reasons:
• Com plexity of network planning and dimensioning.
• Unavailability o f appropriate sites particularly for the new 3G systems’ operators.
• The lack o f appropriate solutions for site sharing between 2G and 3G systems as well as
site sharing between the 3G systems operated by different service providers. This is
mainly due to the imposed regulatory restrictions on the m aximum allowable emitted
powers for health hazard reasons, as well as interference due to back-lobe radiation 
between co-sited antennas.
• Inability of 3G systems to offer any additional or new services that can be provided by the 
existing 2.5G systems (GPRS).
• Difficulties faced in designing and producing the 3G terminals.
The above reasons have resulted in the deploym ent o f much smaller cell sizes. Reduced cell size 
will lead to the requirem ent o f a large num ber of cell sites and increase the system  deploym ent 
and maintenance costs excessively. Many are already in doubt whether the 3G systems are able to 
provide seamless coverage and deliver high data rate services as envisaged. It is likely that 2G 
systems will be required to bridge the islands of 3G cells during the initial rollout o f 3G services 
until an alternative solution such as satellite com ponent of the UMTS (S-UM TS) is available.
HAPS has been widely identified as a prom ising infrastructure that is able to deliver 3G and 
beyond 3G m obile com m unications services in a spectrally efficient and cost effective way. It is 
one of the best candidates to bridge the islands of small terrestrial tower-based microcells by 
providing continuous m acrocell coverage. This will allow the realisation o f a high capacity 
UMTS utilising a common air-interface standard with seamless coverage. This approach will also 
make available a cheaper and sim pler handset.
Handover is an essential feature of mobile com m unications systems in order to ensure that there 
are no breaks in comm unications when a m obile is moving around the service area. An efficient 
handover algorithm will enhance the system  capacity and quality of service of the 
communications system. The existing handover algorithms developed or proposed for UMTS 
using WCDMA and CDM A2000 access schemes are mainly meant for terrestrial tower-based 
operating environm ents [3][4][5]. Studies on intra-satellite and inter-satellite handover for satellite 
systems [6] [7] [8] are much fewer as compared to studies on handover for terrestrial tower-based
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systems. For HAPS UMTS, research work on handover algorithms cannot be found in any open 
literature. Since HAPS UMTS may also use CDM A based IMT-2000/UMTS radio transm ission 
technologies derived from standards such as IS-95 (and its extensions) and other emerging 
W CDM A standards, the existing handover algorithms proposed for terrestrial tower-based UMTS 
should also be applicable in HAPS UMTS. However, the algorithms proposed for terrestrial 
tower-based UMTS are meant to meet the specific terrestrial tower-based operating environments 
and may not be efficient and optimum when applied directly to HAPS UMTS. The main 
difference between the HAPS UMTS terrestrial tower-based UMTS is that the base station 
antennas for HAPS UMTS are collocated onboard the HAPS while the base stations for terrestrial 
tower-based UMTS are geographically separated. This research presents the approach adopted in 
the design and development of simple and effective handover algorithms that exploit the unique 
characteristics o f HAPS UMTS to provide adaptation to the dynamic HAPS cellular operating 
environm ent so as to achieve a better system performance.
1.2 Thesis Outline
This thesis contains eight chapters. Chapter 2 provides the background information and brief 
description on HAPS UMTS. In Chapter 3, the general concepts on soft handover, softer 
handover, intra-frequency handover and inter-frequency handover for terrestrial tower-based 
UM TS and HAPS UMTS are presented. The effect of softer handover on the forward link system 
capacity is analysed and presented in Chapter 4. In Chapter 5, the HAPS UMTS system  level 
sim ulator developed to evaluate and analyse the performances of the conventional UMTS 
handover algorithm  and the proposed adaptive handover algorithms is described. The system 
perform ances o f the HAPS UMTS using the conventional UMTS soft/softer handover algorithm s 
and the proposed adaptive softer handover algorithms are evaluated in Chapter 6. In Chapter 7, 
the system  performances o f a HAPS/tower-based overlay UMTS using the proposed adaptive 
inter-system  handover algorithms are evaluated and analysed. Chapter 8 is the concluding chapter. 
The structure o f the thesis is illustrated in Figure: 1-1 and the details o f the chapters are briefly 
described here.
• Chapter 2: High Altitude Platform Station (HAPS). This chapter gives an overview of 
the high altitude platform  station. The development o f HAPS communications systems 
and its potential to deliver UMTS services are discussed. B rief technical and operational 
param eters for HAPS UMTS proposed by ITU are also summarised.
• Chapter 3: Handover for HAPS UM TS. In this chapter, the basic concepts o f soft and 
softer handover for terrestrial tower-based and HAPS UMTS are introduced. The 
desirable features and complexities o f the handover algorithms are discussed. The
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conventional terrestrial tower-based UMTS soft/softer handover algorithms are presented 
and some of the enhanced handover algorithms proposed for terrestrial tower-based 
UMTS are surveyed.
Chapter 4: Effect of Softer H andover on the Forward link Capacity o f HAPS 
UM TS. In this chapter, the effect of softer handover on the system  capacity o f HAPS 
UM TS is quantified. The approach to determine the optimum  norm alised softer handover 
distance taking into consideration both capacity gain and capacity loss due to softer 
handover is presented. Softer handover involving two and three base stations is 
considered in the evaluation.
Chapter 5: HAPS UM TS Dynam ic System Level Sim ulator. The HAPS UMTS system 
level sim ulator is developed to evaluate the system perform ance o f the proposed handover 
algorithms for HAPS UM TS. The simulation criteria required for HAPS UMTS are 
briefly discussed. The simulation models adopted are described.
Chapter 6: Softer H andover Algorithms for HAPS UM TS. In this chapter, the HAPS 
UMTS system performance using the conventional soft/softer handover algorithm is
evaluated. In addition, by utilising the unique characteristics o f the HAPS UM TS, two 
adaptive softer handover algorithms based on m obiles’ travelling speeds and directions 
are proposed. Finally, an adaptive softer handover algorithm  for HAPS UM TS with 
onboard pow er resource sharing is also proposed. Com parisons on the performances of 
the proposed algorithms are made with those obtained with the conventional UMTS softer 
handover algorithm.
Chapter 7: Inter-system H andover Algorithm s for H APS/Tower-based Overlay 
UM TS. In this chapter, we describe a potential scenario where HAPS UMTS and 
terrestrial tower-based UMTS are jointly deployed with HAPS UMTS providing 
continuous macrocell coverage and a tower-based UM TS providing selected areas of hot 
spot coverage. Three inter-system  handover algorithms for HAPS/tower-based overlay 
UMTS are proposed in this chapter. The proposed algorithms dynamically adjust the 
inter-system  handover hysteresis margin according to the centralised HAPS platform 
loading, loading o f the serving tower-based cell or the difference in loading between the 
two systems. The performances achieved by the proposed algorithms are com pared with 
those obtained with the reference inter-system handover algorithm.
Chapter 8: Conclusion and Future W ork. This chapter discusses the significance of the 
research work completed and proposes several areas of future research.
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1.3 Significant Contributions
1 he following are the significant contributions of this research:
Identification of the unique characteristics of HAPS UMTS that can be utilised to design 
simple and effective handover algorithms.
Evaluation of the softer handover effect on the forward link system capacity o f HAPS 
UMTS.
Development of the HAPS UMTS dynamic system level simulator.
Evaluation o f the system performance of HAPS UMTS using the UTRA soft/softer
handover algorithm  proposed for terrestrial tower-based UMTS.
Development o f two speed and direction adaptive softer handover algorithms for HAPS 
UMTS.
Development o f an adaptive softer handover algorithm  for HAPS UMTS with onboard 
power resource sharing.
Development of three adaptive inter-system handover algorithms for a HAPS/tower-based 
overlay UMTS.
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2 High Altitude Platform Station UMTS
High Altitude Platform  Station has been identified as one of the prom ising infrastructures for 3G 
and beyond 3G systems. In this chapter, the development of HAPS communications systems and
its potential to deliver UMTS services are discussed. B rief technical and operational param eters 
for a typical HAPS UM TS proposed by ITU are also summarised.
2.1 Definition of HAPS
HAPS is defined in "Radio Regulations (RR) No. S1.66A as " a station located on an object at an
altitude of 20 to 50 km and at a specified, nominal, fixed point relative to the earth” .
2.2 High Altitude Platform Station: A Potential Infrastructure for 
Delivery of 3G and Beyond 3G Wireless Communications Services
In the past two decades, mobile communications systems have evolved from first generation (IG ) 
systems that provide mainly analogue circuit-switched voice services to second and third 
generation digital systems. 2G systems such as GSM, IS-54 and IS-95 are matured systems that 
have been in service for many years. These provide digitised voice services and limited low bit 
rate data services that are limited to less than tens o f kilobits per second. Due to the limitations of 
2G systems, 3G systems, generally known as IM T-2000 or UMTS have been proposed to provide 
m ultim edia services such as web browsing and video conferencing at a m aximum o f 2 M bps and 
144 kbps in indoor and vehicular environments respectively. These services are undergoing trials 
worldwide and will likely be available in the near future.
W hile 3G systems have yet to be fully rolled out, research has already begun on future generation 
(4G) mobile com m unications systems. 4G systems will not only support the traditional cellular 
phone system, but will also include many new types of comm unications systems such as wireless 
LAN, broadband wireless access, point to multipoint com munications and broadcasting services. 
It is clear that the 4G systems will have to satisfy the increasing dem and o f high data rate, high 
m obility and seamless coverage. It is also expected that co-existence of the various different
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systems with seamless roaming among them are required in the future generation o f mobile 
com m unications systems [91.
The target data rate of the beyond 3G (4G) mobile communications systems is expected to be
more than two orders o f magnitude higher than that of the 3G systems. The cell radius will be 
even smaller than that in 3G systems resulting in a smaller coverage area. Using the existing 
terrestrial tower-based or lamp-post based base stations to provide seamless coverage for mobiles
with high data rate and high mobility for the 4G systems will result in high deploym ent costs, 
high system  com plexity and other fundamental problems similarly faced by the 3G systems. It is 
foreseen that if a more innovative and cost effective way of delivering high data rate services is 
unavailable in the near future, it will be more difficult to realise low cost 4G mobile 
com m unications systems with high quality of service.
The current two well established ways of providing mobile communications services are via 
terrestrial tower-based systems and satellite systems. Each approach has its specific advantages 
and disadvantages. In the terrestrial tower-based environment, radio signals are subjected to 
scattering and m ultipath effects that limit the amount o f information that can be transmitted in a 
given bandwidth. Furthermore, as the base stations are dispersed over a wide geographical area, 
the infrastructure and maintenance costs will be excessively high and com m unications resources 
cannot be optimally utilised. The main advantages of the terrestrial tower-based systems are low- 
power user term inals, short propagation delays and good scalability of system capacity. Satellite 
systems on the other hand, are able to provide sim ilar services over a large area with little 
infrastructure. However, geostationary satellite systems suffer large delays due to their high 
altitude. Furtherm ore, user terminals are large and expensive. Although satellite systems using a 
lower earth orbit will not suffer large signal delays as com pared to a geostationary satellite 
system, a large num ber of satellites is required in order to provide coverage anytime, anywhere. 
In addition, due to fast satellite motion with respect to the ground, a more complex system  design 
is required.
An innovative way of overcoming the shortcomings of both the terrestrial tower-based and 
satellite system s is to provide mobile com munications via HAPS. A single HAPS with 
com m unications payloads (bent pipe transponders and phased array antenna) onboard can replace 
a large num ber of terrestrial tower-based base stations and their backhaul infrastructure 
(microw ave or optical links). Furthermore, HAPS provide a faster convergence route between 
com m unications and broadcasting services. HAPS has already been accepted by ITU as an 
alternative m ethod o f delivering the IMT-2000/UMTS services within the frequency ranges 1885- 
1980 MHz, 2010-2025 MHz and 2110-2170 MHz in Regions 1 and 3, and 1885-1980 MHz and
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2110-2160 M Hz in Region 2. ITU has also approved the used of the 47/48 GHz band for the 
delivery o f fixed wireless services using HAPS.
Currently, the main on-going worldwide HAPS telecommunications projects include SkyStation 
[10], Sky Tow er [11], and HALO [12] from  the United States o f America, SkyNet [13] [14] from 
Japan and Helinet [15] [16] from  Europe.
2.3 HAPS Communications Systems
A HAPS com m unications system consists of the following main components:
• Platform
• Energy supply
• Onboard equipment
• Ground equipment
Under this sub-section, the above components of the HAPS communications system  will be 
briefly described.
2.3.1 Platform
The design o f the platform  and its station keeping mechanism has a direct im pact on the 
perform ance of the HAPS com m unications system. Two types of HAPS platforms are currently 
proposed: the fixed wing flying aircraft (manned or unmanned) and the lighter-than-air airship. 
During operation, the fixed wing aircraft will fly in a tight circle, whereas the airship will be kept 
stationary at the stratospheric layer above the coverage area. The three types o f platform  are 
shown in Figure 2-1.
2.3.1.1 Fixed W ing Flying Aircraft
W hile fixed wing aircraft technology is proven, existing aircraft such as the Predator unm anned 
aerial vehicle (UAV) can only fly at an altitude lower than the stratosphere and can only carry a 
limited payload. In addition, the endurance of the platform  is in the range o f hours instead of 
weeks or months. Angel Technologies has advocated a low-cost manned je t plane by using 
existing technologies. However, a jet plane discharges exhaust gases and thus may contaminate 
the high-altitude atmosphere. NASA has developed an unm anned light aircraft powered by solar 
cells that is mainly intended for earth observation. The feasibility of flying it in the stratosphere
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has been proved in demonstration flights. However, w ith a maximum payload weight o f  200 kg, it 
is too small to carry communications and broadcasting payloads.
In spite o f  its limitations, fixed wing aircrafts are good platform  candidates for R&D purposes 
until better technologies are available to overcome the limitations. NASA is currently developing 
a new solar pow er HALE UAV known as Helios, capable o f  flying at an altitude o f  100,000 feet. 
To date, good achievement and progress have been reported by NASA. The technology 
development plan for the Helios solar powered aircraft is shown in Figure 2-2.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 2-1: (a) A solar powered unmanned stratospheric aircraft (Helios) (b) A manned stratospheric 
aircraft (Angel Technologies) and (c) A solar powered unmanned stratospheric lighter than air
airship
2.3.1.2 Lighter Than Air (LTA) Airship
The ITU has recommended that the platform should be stationed within a location sphere w ith a 
radius o f  500m [17]. This is more achievable w ith the used o f  lighter-than-air airships than flying 
aircraft. Such a balloon will have a self-supporting pow er supply system; power will come from 
the solar cells in the daytime and from fuel cells at night. The airship would have propellers 
driven by electric motors for keeping stationary. The airship method is attractive because it is 
clean and can carry m ission payloads o f up to 1000 kg. For example. Sky Station has proposed the 
use o f  150 m long airships at an altitude o f 22 km for fixed wireless communications systems in 
the 47/48 GHz band the IM T-2000 mobile communications systems in the 2 GHz band.
In contrast to fixed wing flying aircraft, stratospheric airship technologies are new and the 
technologies to keep the airship stationary in stratospheric layer for a long duration are yet to be 
proven. However, airships are today the only class o f  stratospheric platforms that can maintain 
flight duration measured in months. Safe and reliable launch and recovery o f the platform is also a 
critical issue in airship design. At present, many countries worldwide have already embarked onto 
the research and development o f  the solar powered stratospheric airship. Their development plans 
are summarised in Figure 2-3.
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2.3.2 Energy Supply
HAPS based communications and broadcasting systems must be able to stay aloft at the 
stratospheric layer for a duration o f months or years in order to be cost effective. Hence, one o f  
the key challenges for HAPS based communications and broadcasting systems is the availability 
o f a continuous source o f  electrical power. The regenerative fuel cell (RFC) has been identified 
as the preferred means o f  providing a continuous source o f  power for HAPS-based 
communications systems as compared to traditional batteries because it is lighter and has the 
ability to provide power in the day and night. During the day, hydrogen and oxygen undergo an 
electrochemical reaction to generate electrical power and water. The hydrogen and oxygen are 
extracted from the water by electrolysis and stored for the regeneration o f electrical power at night 
[20]. W hile RFC technology is proven, the challenge is to produce a durable, efficient and 
lightweight integrated solar/fuel eell power supply to maximise the endurance o f  the HAPS. 
Figure 2-4 shows the design views o f  the platform  proposed in [21] by the Japanese.
X"Sh*pcd 
tail wingsSolar arrays
Catenary
o u rtan s  1
N A L SP A T
99
Figure 2-4: Design view of the HAPS [21]
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2.3.3 Onboard Equipment
The main limitations o f HAPS based communications systems are the weight o f the onboard
equipm ent that the platform is able to carry and the power resource available onboard the 
platform. These limitations o f HAPS based systems means that an architecture that places most of 
the equipment on the ground is preferred. For example, onboard equipment is restricted to just the
m ulti-channel transponder, phased array antenna, amplifiers and other interfaces related to the 
radio frequency front end equipment. The functions of the onboard equipm ent will likely be 
sim ilar to that o f the satellite transponder.
2.3.4 Ground Equipment
Com m unications between the HAPS and the ground is likely to be established via a single ultra- 
high data link operating at Ka band frequencies. The ground station will likely use a high gain 
directional antenna with tracking facility so as to ensure that the signal transm itted from  the 
HAPS can be received with the best possible quality and vice versa. Site redundancy is necessary 
in order to m itigate rain fade. All the base stations’ equipment, mobile switching centre (MSC) 
and ground station (the backup/hot-standby ground station will have to be linked via optical fibre) 
will be collocated. Calls to users in other networks (other service providers or land lines) will be 
passed through the M SC in the usual m anner as in the terrestrial tower-based system.
2.4 Advantages of HAPS Communications Systems
Com m unications systems utilising HAPS as the infrastructure to deliver services have a num ber 
o f potential benefits, as summarised below:
•  Com m unications infrastructure: A HAPS system once in position can immediately 
provide services to a large coverage area without the need to deploy a large num ber of 
tower-based infrastructures or a constellation o f platforms. Hence, it can be deployed 
quickly and is therefore an ideal temporary base station that can be to put into operation 
during emergencies or other temporary events. It is envisaged that HAPS systems will be 
used to provide continuous macrocell coverage and terrestrial tower-based systems will 
be used to provide hot spot coverage.
•  Propagation channel: High elevation angles between the user term inals and the HAPS 
means that signals are less prone to attenuation by rain, obstructions and foliage as 
com pared to terrestrial tower-based systems. In addition, the propagation delay is low and 
HAPS will not suffer from problems o f handover and Doppler shift caused by rapid
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movement o f satellite travelling overhead as experienced by non geostationary satellite 
systems.
• O perational complexity and system  growth: Cell planning for HAPS systems is not 
determ ined by terrain and is considerably simplified compared to terrestrial tower-based 
systems. Capacity increase can be done by spot-beam resizing or by deploying another
platform. Equipment upgrades can also be carried out at a single location.
• Indoor coverage: HAPS systems can provide substantial indoor coverage depending 
very much on the look angle and the operational altitude of the HAPS as com pared to 
satellite systems.
• Low health hazard: Health concerns are relatively low because users term inals operate 
at low output powers. Furthermore, the earth station uses directional antennas and can be 
located in rural or unpopulated areas. In addition, unlike terrestrial tower-based systems, 
all the HAPS base stations antennas are located onboard the platform rather than at visible 
locations in the neighbourhood.
• User terminals: The user terminals used in HAPS communications systems are 
comparable in weight, function and capability to terminals used in terrestrial tower-based 
systems. W ith small antennas and low power requirements, a wide variety o f fixed and 
m obile user terminals can be deployed with HAPS communications systems to meet 
almost any service need.
2.5 High Altitude Platform Station UMTS
2.5.1 Overview of HAPS UMTS System Architecture
A UM TS terrestrial system using HAPS consists o f communications equipment on one or more 
HAPS located by means of station keeping technology at nominally fixed point in the stratosphere 
(at 20-50 km  altitude), one or more ground switching/control stations and a large num ber o f fixed 
and m obile access terminals. The functions o f the communications payloads onboard the HAPS 
are likely to be sim ilar to those of geostationary satellite transponders. All the base stations 
equipm ent will be centrally located together with the mobile switching centre (M SC) on the 
ground. The phased array antenna will be affixed to a gimbaling system underneath the platform  
and is able to project hundreds of cells within the HAPS coverage area [1][2] in a traditional 
cellular layout. In addition, this steerable phased array antenna can com pensate any residual 
pointing error. The HAPS architecture is in concept much sim ilar to a very tall terrestrial tower 
that is sectorised into hundreds of cells using direction antennas. Figure 2-5 shows a typical 
system layout o f the HAPS UMTS. In HAPS UMTS, synchronisation among different beams is
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inherent because a single timer can be implemented since all base stations are centrally located. 
All intra-HAPS handovers can be faster and softer since there is no need to re-synchronise after 
handover (similar to the inter-sector handover for tower-based CDMA system). Hence, the term 
softer handover will be used for all intra-HAPS (inter-spot beam) handover.
GASETRANSCEMA
STATIONS
PSTN and
InternetGround station
Figure 2-5: General system layout of a typical HAPS UMTS.
2.5.2 Frequency Utilisation
ITU has accepted HAPS as an alternate means o f delivering IMT-2000/UMTS services. 
Currently, studies are conducted worldwide to establish the technical, operational and sharing 
characteristics o f HAPS UMTS to provide services within the terrestrial com ponent o f IMT- 
2000/UM TS in the frequency range 1885-1980 MHz, 201- 2025 MHz and 2110-2170 MHz in 
Region 1 and 3, and 1885-1980 M H z and 2110-2160 M H z in Region 2. The frequencies used for 
the backhaul link between ground station and HAPS and between other HAPS will not be in 
bands designated for 1MT-2000/UMTS.
2.5.3 Subscriber Terminals
The characteristics of the subscriber terminals will be similar to those used for terrestrial tower 
based systems, conform ing to the W CDM A standard. The system will not require any unique 
HAPS term inals. Hence, a common terminal can be used for both HAPS UMTS and terrestrial 
tower-based UMTS.
1 6
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2.5.4 Multi-beam Phased Array Antenna
HAPS UMTS is an interference limited system. Hence, the performance of the m ulti-beam  phased 
array antenna is key in determ ining the capacity of the system. The sharp roll-off characteristics 
o f the antenna will enable significant capacity improvement [22]. Furthermore, the cell sizes 
projected on the ground are also determined by the antenna characteristics. In addition, as HAPS 
com m unications systems will be interoperating with existing terrestrial and satellite systems, it 
can potentially introduce interference to satellite/terrestrial components operating in the same 
frequency band. Therefore, high performance antennas are required to also limit unw anted out-of- 
band emissions.
ITU has defined the reference antenna radiation pattern for HAPS CDM A systems operating in 
the IM T-2000 band. It is based on high performance, multi-beam phased array using digital beam 
forming technology and a cosine square illumination profile. The roll off assumed for the CDM A 
Radio Transmission Technologies (RTT) is 60 dB/decade, which is much better than the 25 
dB/decade performance o f a parabolic antenna [2]. The improved roll off significantly reduces 
adjacent cell interference and enables a significant capacity improvement for interference-lim ited 
CDMA systems.
The ITU reference antenna radiation pattern is given by [2];
g (v ) = g „ dBi for 0 < (2.1)
G(yr) = + Lf^ dBi for (2.2)
G W = % - 601og((^) dBi for (2.3)
G{y/) = Lp dBi for < ^  < 90°
where:
G{y/)\ gain at the angle yrfrom the main beam  direction (dBi)
Gm: maximum gain in the main lobe (dBi)
one-half the 3 dB beamwidth in the plane o f interest (3 dB below Gm) (degrees)
Ln. near-in-side-lobe level in dB relative to the peak gain required by the system  design 
L f = Gm -  73 dBi far side-lobe level (dBi)
y/-; (degrees) (2.5)
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= 3.745 (degrees)
% = + L/y + 601og(y/^2 ) WB)
^ 3 = 1 0  (degrees)
(2 .6)
(2.7)
(2 .8)
The 3 dB beamwidth ( ly /fj) is estimated by:
((«,)" =7442/(10" '° ” ) (in degrees") (2.9)
where Gmis the peak aperture gain (dBi).
Figure 2-6 shows the mask o f the radiation pattern of a phased array antenna with 10 m x 10 m 
sub-aperture that conforms to the ITU specifications.
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Figure 2-6: HAPS IMT-2000 antenna radiation mask
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2.5.5 Main Features of HAPS UMTS
HAPS UMTS will not be able to provide very small pico-cell (<100 m) coverage due to the 
limitation of the size of the phased array antenna that can be deployed onboard the HAPS. 
Furthermore, only limited indoor coverage is possible (e.g., near the window, building edge and 
on high floors of a building). Other than the two limitations stated above, HAPS UM TS is able to 
support most of the same environments as traditional tower-based networks. Although the 
delivery platform for HAPS is very different from traditional systems, the mobile network 
operates in the same fundamental manner transparent to the user. As compared to the traditional 
terrestrial tower-based systems, HAPS UMTS offer the following additional advantages:
• Ease the restrictions currently imposed on site availability.
• M ore environm ent-friendly than currently used macrocells, particularly with regard to the 
possible RF radiation hazards.
• Can be deployed to serve as the macrocell component of the tower-based cells, thus 
offering a cost effective solution for provision of pico/micro/macro cellular architecture 
based on a single air interface standard.
• Centralised architecture improves efficiency in resource utilisation, i.e., traffic 
dimensioning can be sized according to the average traffic in the entire service area 
instead of the busy hour traffic since resources can be shared among all cells.
•  Synchronisation am ong different cells is inherent due to the possibility o f im plem enting a 
single timer, allowing faster and softer intra-HAPS handover.
• Increase in system  capacity is possible through reduction of the cell size by antenna beam  
shaping. Upgrading o f the equipment can be easily done at a central location. Unlike 
satellite systems, HAPS can be brought down for servicing and upgrading easily.
• Free-space-like path-loss characteristic. As HAPS is located at about 22 km above the 
ground, the propagation path loss is com parable to that at the edge of the small terrestrial 
tower-based cell with radius of 2 km [1].
• Propagation channels in HAPS UMTS are characterised by Rician distribution o f fade 
(similar to satellite) whereas in terrestrial tower-based macrocells, fast fades are typically 
Rayleigh distributed.
The advantages stated above makes HAPS an attractive platform to deliver 3G and beyond 3G 
m obile com m unications services.
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2.6 Conclusion
In this chapter, we have explained why HAPS has great potential to be the third com munications 
infrastructure after terrestrial tower-based and satellite systems due to its advantages over these 
two conventional infrastructures. W e have also introduced the HAPS based com munications 
system and briefly described its main components. The general system architecture and main 
features of the HAPS UMTS are also discussed.
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Chapter 3
3 Handover for High Altitude Platform 
Station UMTS
The general concepts o f soft/softer handover are introduced in this chapter. The advantages and 
disadvantages of soft/softer handover are highlighted. Complexities in designing handover 
algorithms and the desirable performances are also discussed. Finally, the various types of 
handover scenarios in HAPS UMTS are explained. The unique features o f HAPS UM TS that can 
be exploited in the design o f simple and effective handover algorithms are also highlighted.
3.1 Introduction to Handover
Handover is an essential feature o f wireless mobile communications systems. Mobility causes
dynam ic variations in link quality and interference levels in cellular systems. In order to avoid call 
drops, there is a need for the mobile users to change serving base stations if the current serving 
base station cannot support the minimum link quality. This change is known as “handover” .
There are mainly two types o f handovers, namely, soft/softer handover and hard handover. With 
hard handover, a definite decision is made on whether to handover. Once the handover decision is 
made, the handover is initiated and executed without the mobile user attem pting to have 
simultaneous traffic channel communications with the two base stations involved. However, for 
soft/softer handover, a conditional decision is made on whether to handover. During the 
soft/softer, a mobile station will have simultaneous traffic channel com m unications with all the 
candidate base stations/sectors. A hard decision will be made for the m obile station to 
com m unicate with only one base station/sector when the pilot signal strength received from a 
particular base station/sector is significantly stronger than the rest. Hence, the concept used by 
soft/softer handover is commonly known as “make before break” and for hard handover, it is 
known as “break before m ake” . A simple illustration of the difference between hard and soft 
handover is shown in Figure 3-1 where only two base stations are involved.
In terrestrial tower-based systems, the term  soft handover is used for handover between cells and 
softer handover is used for handover between sectors within a sectorised cell. Soft/softer handover
2 1
is commonly used in CDMA systems where the same frequency spectrum is reused in every 
cell/sector. The detailed explanation on softer handover and soft handover processes is provided
next.
a(ii)
V
B S l BS2
BSÏ BS2
B S l BS2
a(iii)
BS2B Sl
b(i)
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B S l BS2^
MS
b(ii)
B S l BS2
Figure 3-1: (a) Hard handover situation and (b) soft handover situation
3.1.1 Softer Handover
For a terrestrial tower-based system, softer handover occurs when a mobile station is in the 
overlapping cell coverage area of two adjacent sectors of a base station. The communications 
between m obile station and the base station takes place concurrently via two air interface 
channels, one for each sector separately. This requires the use of two separate codes in the 
dow nlink direction, so that the mobile station can distinguish the signals. The two signals are 
received at the mobile station by means o f Rake processing, which is very similar to multi-path 
reception, except that the fingers need to generate the respective code for each sector for the 
appropriate dispreading operation. Figure 3-2 shows the softer handover scenario of a terrestrial 
tower-based system.
In the uplink direction, a similar process takes place at the base station: the code channel of the 
mobile station is received in each sector, then routed to the same baseband Rake receiver and 
maximum ratio com bined there in the usual way. During softer handover, only one pow er control
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loop per connection is active and synchronisation between sectors is inherent as the base station 
provides the common timing. Hence, the softer handover process can be established much faster
than the soft handover process.
Same signal is sent 
from both sectors to
Sector 1 
antenna
the mobile terminal
Sector 1
Sector 2 
antenna
Radio Network
Controller
(RNC)
Sector 2
Figure 3-2: Softer handover scenario for terrestrial tower-based system
3.1.2 Soft Handover
During soft handover, a mobile station is in the overlapping cell coverage area of two sectors that 
belong to two different base stations. Similar to softer handover, the mobile communicates with 
two base stations concurrently via two air interface channels from each base station separately. 
Signals transm itted by the two base stations involved in the soft handover process are received at 
the mobile terminal by m axim um  ratio com bining Rake processing. However, in the uplink, soft 
handover differs significantly from  softer handover: the code channel of the mobile terminal is 
received from both base stations, but the received data is then routed to the Radio Network 
Controller (RNC) for combining. This is typically done to achieve the same frame reliability 
between the two possible candidates within the RNC. During soft handover, two pow er control 
loops per connection are active, one for each base station. Figure 3-3 shows the soft handover 
scenario o f a typical terrestrial tower-based system. Soft handover requires tight synchronisation 
between all base stations in the network to maintain data synchronisation after handover.
2 3
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Same signal is sent from 
both base stations to the 
mobile terminal, except
for the power control command
BS2
RNC
M acro diversity 
com bining in the 
uplink B S l
Figure 3-3: Soft handover scenario for terrestrial tower-based system
3.2 Soft Handover Procedure
The soft handover process can generally be divided into three phases: measurement, decision and 
execution. In W CDM A systems, a mobile continuously tracks the received energy per chip to 
interference power density ratio o f all the downlink common pilot channels from  the
serving cell and all the neighbouring cells in the service area and report these information to its 
serving base station. This process is termed as the m easurem ent phase of the handover procedure. 
The m easurem ent results will be compared against predefined handover thresholds (add, drop and 
replace) and one o f the following decisions will have to be made:
• Should an additional cell be added to the mobile active set?
• Should the strongest cell outside the active set be used to replace the weakest cell in the 
active set?
• Should the weakest cell be removed from the mobile active set?
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Besides, normal admission control procedure should also be carried out to ensure that the above 
handover decisions will not create additional unbearable interference that degrades the link
quality of the existing users to a level that is lower than the minimum requirement.
Once the decision is made, the handover process will enter the execution phase where the three 
possible decisions listed above can then be executed. The three phases of the handover procedure 
are illustrated in Figure 3-4.
Criteria not met
luation phase
Handover
measurement
phase
w
1
Hanc
decisic
r
lover ^
)n/eva-
- Measure the E //o  from the 
serving base station and 
neighbouring base stations.
^  - Compare against predefined 
handover thresholds (add, drop 
and replace).
- Evaluate the quality o f all 
existing users if the handover 
decision is going to be 
executed.
Criteria met
r_____
Handover
execution phase
^  - Add base station to the m obile’s 
active set, or
- Replace the weakest base station 
in the active with the strongest 
base station in the m onitor set, or
- Drop base station from the 
mobile active set.
Figure 3-4: Handover phases
3.3 Advantages and Disadvantages of Soft Handover
In a CDM A system, power control and soft handover are used as interference reduction
mechanisms. The perform ance of the CDM A system is very sensitive to the differences in 
received powers from  the various mobile stations on the uplink. W ithout power control, the base 
station will receive stronger powers from mobile stations located near the base station than from
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mobile stations located near the cell edge. Due to the absence o f orthogonality of the spreading 
codes used by different mobile stations in the uplink, the weak signals from users near the 
cell/sector edge will be masked by strong interference and causing unreliable detections. This is 
known as “near-far effect” . In order for power control to work properly, the mobile station needs 
to be connected to the base station at all times. With soft handover, mobile stations will be 
connected to the base station/sector from which they receive the stronger signal at all times.
Other advantages of implementing soft handover are as follows:
• Soft handover reduces/eliminates the “ping-pong” effect which is common in hard 
handover.
• The soft handover process is imperceptible to users.
• Signals transmitted by a mobile station located in the soft handover region will be 
received by more than one base stations/sectors. Hence, the user located in the soft 
handover region can transmit a lower power. This will result in less interference and more 
capacity.
• Soft handover imposes fewer time constraints on the network. Since it enables a longer 
mean queuing time for a mobile to obtain a new channel from the target base station. This 
will reduce the blocking probability and dropping probability.
The disadvantages of implementing soft handover are as follows:
• Soft handover is more complex to implement than hard handover.
• There is an increase in downlink interference when soft handover is in progress since
more than one base station is transmitting at the same time to the handover mobile.
• Soft handover will utilise more resources since more than one channel will be allocated 
to a mobile during soft handover.
3.4 Conventional Soft Handover Algorithms
The conventional soft handover algorithms here refer to the W CDM A soft handover algorithm  
[24] and the CDM A2000/CDM A3x soft handover algorithm  (IS-95B) [25] [26]. Both algorithm s 
use the pilot channel’s average received E q/Iq as the handover measurement quantity. The general 
concepts of these two conventional soft handover algorithms are described next.
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3.4.1 CDMA2000/CDMA3X Soft Handover Algorithm
The following tenninologies are used in the description of the CDM A2000/CDM A3X soft
handover algorithm  description:
• Active set: The active set consists of the base stations involved in soft handover with the 
given mobile station. If the active set is changed, an active set update occurs.
•  Candidate set: The candidate set consists of the base stations that fulfil the criteria to be 
included in the active set but have not yet been included in the active set.
• Neighbour set: The neighbour set contains the base stations whose geographical 
coverage areas are near to the mobile station.
• Rem aining set: The remaining set contains all base stations excluded from the other sets.
The original CDM A2000 (also known as CDM A3X) soft handover algorithm (similar to IS-95A) 
is simple, easy to im plement and works reasonably well. However, the algorithm does not check 
whether the link quality will improve by adding an additional Forward Pilot Channel (F-PICH). 
W ith this taken into consideration, the new soft handover algorithm  using dynamic soft handover 
threshold for the pilot m ovement between the candidate set and the active set is proposed for 
CDM A2000 system  (sim ilar to IS-95B). Low outage probability can also be achieved using a 
dynamic threshold. The detailed comparison of the performances of the original and new soft 
handover algorithms can be found in [25] and [26]. Under this sub-section, only the new 
algorithm  is described.
W hen the strength of a F-PICH in the neighbour set or remaining set is measured to be above a 
static threshold T_Add, the mobile station moves the F-PICH into the candidate set. A dynamic 
threshold is used for the F-PICH ’s movement between the candidate set and the active set. This is 
to prevent the addition of a weak F-PICH to the active set that already has one or more dominant 
F-PICHs, thereby reducing the network resource utilisation. For a F-PICH to move from  the 
candidate set to the active set, the following condition must be met:
101og(F[,J>M AX
/=!
(3.1)
where Pcn denotes the signal strength o f the pilot n in the candidate set. J  represents the total 
num ber o f F-PICH in the active set and is the signal strength of the ith pilot in the active set. 
The SO FT_SLO PE  and A D D JN T E R C E P T  are system parameters to be adjusted. If Pc„ fails to
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meet the condition stated in (3.1) but is above T_Add, it is placed in the candidate set. A similar 
dynam ic threshold is also used for a F-PICH to drop from the active set to the candidate set:
r
101og(P^,)<MA% (^O FT _^L O PE )101ogY P^. 4-D /?0P_/ATE/?CEPT, T _ D ro p
J  =  l
(3.2)
Pilot (F-PICH) 
Ec/Io
Pilot 1 Active set total EVL
T_Add
T_Drop
Pilot 2
Time
Pilot 2 exceeds TLA&f. Mobile station (MS) moves Pilot 2 to candidate set.
Pilot 2 exceeds T_Add2 (dynamic threshold). MS informs the network.
MS receives order to add Pilot 2 to active set.
Pilot 1 drops below T_Drop2 (relative to Pilot 2).
Handover timer expires on Pilot 1. MS informs the network.
MS receives order to remove Pilot 1.
Pilot 1 drops below TLDmp.
Handover timer expires after Pilot 1 drops below T_Drop.
Figure 3-5: Time graph of soft handover for CDMA 2000 system using dynamic thresholds
The mobile station ranks the F-PICHs in the active set in ascending order according to the 
received Ec/7o levels. The weakest F-PICH in the active set is compared to a numerical
com bination o f the stronger active set F-PICH s’ received E c/ I q. If the condition in (3.2) is met, the
2 8
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T_TDROP  timer will start. If the condition remains the same throughout the T_TDROP, once the 
T_TDROP  tim er has expired, the F-PICH will drop from active set and move to the candidate set. 
The process is repeated for the next weakest F-PICH, and so on. If the F-PICH's received Ec/7o 
further decreases to below the static threshold, TLDmp, the F-PICH will be moved from the 
candidate set to the neighbour set. Figure 3-5 shows an example o f the soft handover algorithm 
for CDM A-2000 system.
3.4.2 WCDMA Soft Handover Algorithm
The W CDM A soft handover algorithm proposed for UMTS is briefly described here and the 
details can be found in [24]. Compared to CDMA2000, the soft handover algorithm in W CDM A 
seems to be more simplified. There are only two sets of cells, namely, the active set and 
monitored set. Active set consists o f cells that are involved in the handover process and monitored 
set consists of the rest of the cells.
The thresholds for a mobile to add a new link to its active set or to drop an existing link from  its 
active set are determined relative to the averaged received E c/Iq of the Common Pilot Channel 
(CPICH) in the m obile’s active set. The general concept of the W CDM A soft handover algorithm  
is depicted in Figure 3-6 and described as follows:
M easurem ent
quantity
CPICH 1
'drop
'add 'rep
CPICH 2
CPICH 3
Replace Drop cell 3Add cell 2Cell 1
connected cell 1 
with cell 3
Figure 3-6: The general concept of soft handover algorithm for WCDMA system
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# The mobile constantly measures and averages the received E(//o o f the CPICHs from all
cells. The cells that are in the monitored set but have averaged received Ec/Yo values of 
the CPICH that are greater than the add threshold for a period of /IT are added to
the active set provided that the active set is not full. The strongest averaged received 
E(V/o value of the CPICH in the monitored set is denoted by Best_Cand_Ss. The 
sequence of adding the cells to the active set depends on the magnitude o f the averaged 
received Ec//o of the CPICHs The cell yielding the Best_Cand_Ss is added to the active 
set first. is given by:
T_a^/I = Best_AS_Ss - (3.3)
where Best_AS_Ss is the strongest averaged received E c/Iq of the CPICH in the active 
set and Sadj is the add margin.
# If the averaged received E(V7o value o f the cell’s CPICH in the active set is less than the
drop threshold {T__drop) for a period of AT, the cell is removed from  the active set. 
TL(^ roj9 is given by:
= Best_AS_Ss - (3 4)
where ô^ rop is the drop margin.
# If the active set is full and the Best_Cand_Ss is greater than the replacem ent threshold 
(T_ygp) for a period of /IT, the cell that provides the weakest averaged received E(V7o of
the CPICH in the active set is replaced with the cell that provides the strongest averaged 
received E c / I q  of the CPICH in the monitored set. T_rep is given by:
T_rgp = Worst_AS_Ss + 4./, (3 5 )
where W orst_AS_Ss is the worst averaged received Ec/Iq value of the CPICH in active 
set and S,ep is the cell replacement margin.
Note that a timer is used for the adding, replacing and dropping of base stations in the active set.
This is likely to reduce the number of updates in the active set but the time taken for the handover
process is increased.
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3.5 Other Enhanced Soft Handover Algorithms
A good soft handover algorithm achieves a balance between the quality of service and the 
associated cost. Existing research on soft handover algorithms is mainly focussed on optimising 
the quality o f service and resource utilisation. The conventional soft handover algorithms 
proposed for IMT-2000 (CDMA 2000) [23] and UMTS (WCDMA) [24] are used as the 
fundamental framework for soft handover algorithms research. Different approaches in 
establishing the soft handover parameters can be used to design different soft handover algorithms 
that have different effects on the system performance. For softer handover, similar algorithms can 
be used with fine-tuning of the handover parameters. Some of the research works carried out to 
enhance the conventional soft handover algorithms are discussed next. These algorithms are 
mainly adaptive or predictive algorithms that allow the handover parameters to adapt to the 
changes in the dynamic cellular environment.
3.5.1 Cell Loading Adaptive Soft Handover Algorithm
Mobility causes the traffic among all cells to be non-uniformly distributed, resulting in 
unbalanced interference between cells. This will degrade the system performance. In [27], S.H. 
Hwang proposes a two level soft handover algorithm that toggles the add threshold (T_D/-o/?) and 
drop threshold (TLA^ f f^) dynamically according to the traffic density (can be determined by the 
downlink output power utilised by the trafhc channels) o f each cell. The simulation results show  
that by implementing the proposed algorithm based on traffic density, the CDMA system  
performance in terms o f outage probability is improved.
3.5.2 Velocity Adaptive Soft Handover Algorithm
In the mobile communications environment, mobiles travel with different speeds. A fixed 
threshold soft handover algorithm will not be able to achieve good performance since it can only 
achieve optimum performance for a fixed speed. In reference [28], the author proposes to use a 
velocity adaptive handover algorithm as one of the multi-level handover algorithm. The handover 
thresholds (TLA^ y^ f and T_Dmp) are assigned according to the velocity of the mobile. Hence, high 
mobility calls use lower thresholds so as to increase the handover area and low mobility calls use 
higher thresholds to reduce the handover area. The results show that good performance in terms of 
handover failure rate and blocking probability can be achieved with the velocity adaptive 
handover algorithm. The performance can be further enhanced by increasing the number of 
threshold levels.
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3.5.3 Location Assisted Soft Handover Algorithm
The introduction of E 911 location technology opens a new horizon for network engineering and 
operation. The advancement in location technology in mobile communications system makes it 
possible for the network to identify the location o f each mobile with certain accuracy 
[29],[30],[31]. This location information can be used to enhance certain aspects of the 
performance of soft handover algorithms such as active set update rate [29]. However, the 
algorithm proposed in [29] has also resulted in an increase in the system blocking probability. The 
perform ance improvements depend very much on the accuracy of the position estimation, users’ 
speeds and propagation conditions.
3.5.4 Prediction-based Soft Handover Algorithm
In [32], X. Yang proposes a method to estimate the outage probability at the next sample based on 
the knowledge o f the auto-correlation between two shadowing samples. With that, the dynamic
soft handover add and drop thresholds can be designed according to the desired outage 
probability. The simulation results obtained show that the enhanced soft handover algorithms 
proposed in [32] outperform the conventional algorithms proposed for CDM A2000.
3.5.5 Fuzzy Soft Handover Algorithm
In [33], two soft handover algorithms based on fuzzy inference systems aim are proposed to
dynam ically adjust the values of the soft handover drop threshold, soft handover window (SHW) 
and soft handover add threshold according to the traffic loading conditions of the cells. The 
proposed algorithms allow the additional base station to be added earlier to the m obile’s active set 
to improve the signal quality under low loading conditions. Conversely, the weakest base station 
is dropped from the m obile’s active set earlier at high traffic loading conditions so as to increase 
the carried traffic. These proposed soft handover algorithms based on fuzzy inference systems 
reduce new call blocking probability and handover call blocking probability when com pared to 
IS-95A and IS-95B and systems using hxed thresholds.
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3.6 Desirable Performances and Complexities of Soft Handover
3.6.1 Desirable Performances of Soft Handover
Generally, two categories o f performance indicators are used to evaluate the handover algorithms 
[3][34][35]:
• Quality of service:
o New call blocking probability (f/,): The probability that a new user is denied 
access to the network due to shortage of network resources, 
o Outage probability: The probability that the instantaneous received energy per 
bit to interference power density ratio (Ez/Yo) o f a mobile’s trafbc channel after 
maximum ratio combining (M RC) falls below the required threshold, 
o Call dropping rate (E^ ,): The rate at which ongoing calls are dropped from the 
network. A call is dropped if it is outaged continuously for more than f seconds.
• Resource utilisation:
o M ean active set number: The average num ber o f base stations in the mobile’s 
active set throughout its call duration, 
o M ean num ber o f handover operations per call: The average num ber o f handover 
operations (add, drop or replace link) per call.
Trade-off between the above two performance indicators is usually required. This can usually be 
achieved by proper selection of the handover parameters. The main parameters used for 
conventional soft handover algorithm in UMTS are:
• A d d  M argin  (Sadd)- The difference between the averaged received E c/ I q o f the strongest 
cell in the active set and the averaged received E(/7o of the potential cells to be added to 
the active set. If the difference is less or equal to continuously for a period o f /IT
seconds, the cell will be added to the mobile’s active set provided the total num ber of 
cells in the active set has not exceeded the maximum active set size.
• Drop M argin  (ôdrop)- The difference between the averaged received E c/Iq of the strongest 
cell in the active set and the averaged received E(V/o o f the rest of the cells in the active 
set. If the difference is less than or equal to continuously for a period o f /IT seconds, 
the cell will be removed from the mobile’s active set.
• AT: The time duration after which cells are added, replaced or dropped from  the mobile’s 
active set.
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• Soft handover window: The difference between and S^ rop. The larger the window, 
the longer the soft handover process.
The desirable performances of soft handover are as follows:
• M inim ising the resource utilisation by:
o M inimising the number of base stations in the active set.
o M inimising the number of updates in the active set in order to reduce the
network signalling load.
• Im prove the quality o f service by:
o M inimising the probability of call drop during handover. By allowing calls to be
involved in soft handover earlier, the transm it power o f the individual traffic
channels can be prevented from reaching its limit and thereby reducing the 
probability of dropped calls. Furthermore, with proper call admission control 
applied to all newly arriving calls and handover calls, the interference levels 
among all cells can be effectively balanced/regulated. This will result in lower 
num ber o f dropped calls.
o M inimising the effect on new call blocking. If the soft handover process is too
long, resources available for newly arriving calls will decrease and hence the 
new call blocking probability will increase.
o M inimising the global interference level. By applying power control together
with handover, the global interference can be improved.
3.6.2 Complexities of Soft Handover
The conventional UMTS soft handover algorithm  uses fixed handover margins and will only be 
able to achieve the optimum system  performance under a certain fixed scenario. The design o f a 
good handover algorithm  to achieve optimum system  perform ance is not a straightforward or 
trivial task. M any factors have direct or indirect impact on the performance of the handover 
algorithms. The factors that contribute to the complexity of soft handover design are as follows:
• Cellular layout: It is expected that the cell sizes for UMTS (3G) and beyond 3G systems 
will be small due to the high data rate services that need to be supported. Hence, it is 
envisaged that disjoint microcells and macrocells are expected to coexist in the cellular 
system, with microcells providing hot spot coverage and macrocells bridging the islands 
of microcells. D ifferent cellular layouts will require different design considerations in 
handover algorithms. The number of handovers will be higher for cells with sm aller radii. 
The time available for handover process will also be shorter for smaller cells.
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• Propagation channel: The signal quality deteriorates after travelling through the 
propagation channel. The amount of attenuation caused by the propagation channel 
depends very much on the operating environment. In built-up areas, multipath effect is 
dominant while in the rural environment, attenuations are mainly caused by obstructions 
by objects such as building or trees. A mobile located near the cell centre will not 
necessarily receive a higher signal to interference ratio as compared to a mobile that is 
located further away from the cell centre.
• Traffic distribution and activity: In a practical mobile communications system, traffic 
distribution is a function of time and space. The system must achieve relatively good 
performance under different traffic variations due to randomness in users’ mobility. Cell 
breathing technique is used in CDMA systems to allow the less loaded neighbouring cells 
to take on some of the load from the more heavily loaded cells. Proper selection o f the 
handover parameters can also be achieved via the cell breathing effect. By adjusting the
handover parameters dynamically according to the cells’ traffic loading, it is expected that
the system should be able to achieve good performance at all times.
• Mobility: M obility will cause the receive signal quality to vary. A high speed mobile will 
have its signal quality deteriorated faster as it moves away from the cell centre than a 
slower speed mobile. Hence, it is necessary to initiate the handover process for a high 
speed mobile earlier so that the mobile will not move too far into the neighbouring cell 
without being handed over to a better serving base station. This will create high 
interference and increase the number of dropped calls.
• Power control: CDM A system is an interference limited system. In order for the system 
to support a higher capacity, all the mobiles must transmit with a m inim um  am ount of 
power while maintaining their required quality o f service (received E / I q). Individual base 
station and traffic channel are limited to a m aximum level of power that can be 
transmitted. Involving the users in handover process earlier might reduce the probability 
of individual traffic channels from reaching their power limit. However, this will also 
result in additional power being used at the base stations.
3.7 General Concepts of Handover in HAPS UMTS
W hen considering handover in a single platform HAPS CDM A system, we note that in concept, a
HAPS system is sim ilar to a very tall terrestrial tower projecting hundreds o f sectorised cells. The 
handover between cells of HAPS W CDM A system is thus sim ilar to the handover between 
adjacent sectors o f a base station in terrestrial tower-based W CDM A system. The handover 
process is faster and softer because a single timer can be used to synchronize all cells [2].
3 5
The proposed UTRAN architecture for terrestrial tower-based terrestrial system supporting soft 
handover can be modified for HAPS UMTS. One of the possible architectures for HAPS UM TS 
system is shown in Figure 3-7. In general, the concept remains unchanged and theoretically, it is 
possible for each Node-B to handle hundreds of sectorised cells that are projected by a single 
HAPS. Hence, the intra-HAPS handover is handled by Node-B and inter-HAPS handover is 
handled by the RNC.
C ore N etw o rk
lu lu
RNC (consists of a cluster
%
RNC (consists of a cluster
of HAPS platforms ) of HAPS platforms )
Node-B (a single Node-B (a single Node-B (a single Node-B (a single
HAPS platform HAPS platform HAPS platform HAPS platform
with hundreds of with hundreds of with hundreds of with hundreds of
cell) cell) cell) cell)
3 0 .....OOO Oo...coo OO.....OOO OO.....OOO
MS 1 ; in softer handover (Intra-HAPS handover) 
MS2: in soft handover (Inter-HAPS handover)
MSI MS2
Figure 3-7 : A UTRAN architecture to support soft/softer handover in HAPS UMTS
3.7.1 Intra-frequency Handover in HAPS UMTS
In HAPS UMTS, intra-frequency handover will occur during handover between cells within a 
single HAPS coverage or during inter-HAPS handover. As mentioned above, handover between 
cells within a single HAPS is known as softer handover. Inter-HAPS handover is sim ilar to soft 
handover in terrestrial systems. Since HAPS UMTS will likely be using the proposed IMT- 
2000/UM TS terrestrial component radio transmission technologies and protocols, the 
conventional soft algorithm proposed for terrestrial tower-based UMTS should also be applicable
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for HAPS UM TS. The typical intra-frequency handover scenarios are shown in Figure 3-8 and 
Figure 3-9.
Figure 3-8: Intra-HAPS softer handover scenario in HAPS UMTS
Inter-HAPS Link
Figure 3-9: Inter-HAPS soft handover scenario in HAPS UMTS
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3.7.2 Inter-frequency and Inter-system Handover in HAPS UMTS
In a W CDM A system, handovers between different W CDM A carriers or between different 
systems are supported. These handovers are necessary if  continuous coverage and load balancing 
between systems are expected. As mentioned in Section 3.6.2, HAPS can be used to provide 
continuous macrocells coverage; it can also be used to bridge the islands o f  small terrestrial 
tower-based microcells. Under the scenario o f  HAPS/tower-based overlay UMTS, different 
W CDM A carriers can be used so as to reduce the interference level and maximise the system 
capacity. In this example, handover between the HAPS UM TS and terrestrial tower-based UMTS 
is categorised as inter-frequency or inter-system handover. Figure 3-10 shows a possible scenario 
o f  inter-frequency or inter-system handover for a HAPS/tower-based overlay UMTS.
Similar to terrestrial tower-based UMTS, there are two possible implementation alternatives for 
inter-frequency handover: compressed mode/slotted mode and dual receiver [37].
•V-
O Terrestrial tower-based UMTS microcell
) HAPS UMTS macrocells
Figure 3-10: Inter-frequency or inter-system handover scenario for HAPS/tower-based overlay
UMTS
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3.8 Unique Characteristics of HAPS UMTS for the Design of Handover 
Algorithms
Unlike low earth orbit (LEO) satellites, HAPS will be stationed at a Exed point above its service 
area. Hence, intra-HAPS handover in HAPS UMTS will be caused by the mobility o f the mobile 
users and not the movement of the platform as in the case of LEO or medium earth orbit (MEO) 
satellite systems. The cell sizes in HAPS UMTS are also closest to those in tower-based systems
and hence the handover characteristics between cells should be quite similar for HAPS UM TS 
and terrestrial tower-based UMTS. However, due to the unique characteristics o f HAPS, the 
design considerations for the handover algorithms may be different from conventional terrestrial 
tower-based systems. Under this sub-section, we have identified some o f the unique 
characteristics of HAPS UMTS that might be exploited for the design of the handover algorithm s 
that will enhance the system performance.
• Collocation of Base Station Antennas: In W CDM A systems, a mobile continuously 
tracks the received E JIq of all the CPICHs from the base stations in the service area and 
report this information to its serving base station. For HAPS UMTS, due to the 
collocation o f base station antennas, the CPICH signals transmitted by the base stations to 
the mobile experience the same path loss and shadowing. Thus, if we assume that fast 
fading can be averaged out due to its short correlation length, then, the differences 
between the received E JIq values from the m obile’s serving base station and the 
neighbouring base stations are basically the differences in antenna gains between the base 
stations. These antenna gain differences are deterministic and can be utilised to 
implement simple and effective adaptive softer handover algorithms.
• O nboard Power Resource Sharing: For HAPS UMTS, the power available for the 
traffic channels onboard the platform is limited and this limited resource needs to be 
efficiently managed so that the system is able to support the maximum num ber o f users. 
Since all base stations antennas are collocated onboard the platform, it is possible for all 
the base stations to share a central pool of downlink output power [38]. Theoretically, it is 
possible for any base station to utilise up to the maximum output power that is available 
for the traffic channels onboard the HAPS as long as all the mobiles in the service area 
meet their respective received E JIq requirements. The effectiveness o f cell loading 
adaptive soft handover algorithms for terrestrial tower-based UMTS has already been 
proven in [27]. In order to implement this adaptive algorithm in HAPS UM TS with 
onboard power resource sharing, there is a need to determine the range o f base station 
downlink output powers within which adaptive softer handover algorithms based on cell 
loading can be applied effectively so as to optimise the system performance.
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3.9 Design Strategy for HAPS UMTS Handover Algorithms
In dynamic cellular mobile communications environments, the fixed threshold handover 
algorithms will not be able to achieve optimum performance. To obtain high performance in the 
dynamic cellular communications environment, handover algorithms should adapt to cell loading 
conditions, mobiles’ travelling speeds and directions, traffic distribution, etc.
HAPS UMTS/IMT-2000 will be providing services within the terrestrial component of 
UMTS/IMT-2000 and will be utilising the UMTS/IMT-2000 radio transmission technologies 
derived from standards such as IS-95 and other emerging wideband CDMA standards. Hence, the 
conventional algorithm proposed for WCDMA terrestrial tower-based UMTS can also be used for 
HAPS UMTS. However, due to the HAPS operating environment, the conventional handover 
algorithm might not be able to achieve optimum performance. In this research, the unique 
characteristics of HAPS UMTS listed in Section 3.8 will be exploited to design adaptive handover 
algorithms that will enhance the system performance obtained using the conventional UMTS 
fixed threshold handover algorithm.
3.10 Conclusion
In this chapter, we have provided an overview of the general concepts o f handover in terrestrial 
tower-based UMTS such as handover procedure, design complexity and desirable performances.
We have also explained how HAPS UMTS can be viewed as a very tall terrestrial tower 
projecting hundreds o f sectorised cells using directional antennas. We have suggested an 
architecture that is modified from the proposed UTRAN architecture, to support soft and softer
handover in HAPS UMTS. The different types of handover in HAPS UMTS are also presented.
HAPS UMTS has unique characteristics that are different from terrestrial tower-based systems.
The unique characteristics highlighted in this chapter will be exploited for the design o f the 
adaptive handover algorithms in this research.
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Chapter 4
4 Effect of Softer Handover on the Forward 
Link Capacity of HAPS UMTS
In this chapter, the effect o f softer handover on the system capacity of HAPS UMTS is quantified. 
The approach to determ ine the optimum normalised softer handover distance ( R s h o )  taking into 
consideration both the capacity gain and capacity loss due to softer handover is presented. It is 
found that with 2 base stations involved in softer handover, we can achieve approximately 37 % 
of capacity gain. However, with a third base station involved in softer handover, a further gain in 
capacity up to a m aximum of 18 % can be obtained with proper selection of the size of the 
handover area.
4.1 Introduction
W hen considering handover in a single platform HAPS UMTS system using W CDM A access 
scheme, we note that the HAPS geometry allows handover between cells to be faster and softer. 
This is because a single tim er can be used to synchronise all cells. Sim ilar to terrestrial softer 
handover (inter-sector handover within a cell), softer handover in HAPS UMTS will not utilise 
additional channel equipm ent since channel hardware can be designed to transm it signals to 
multiple cell antennas and diversity-combine signals from multiple cell antennas [39]. During 
softer handover, the signals from the base stations involved in handover are highly correlated 
since they propagate through the same path to the receiving mobile station (MS). If one link is 
blocked, the other links from  other cells involved in softer handover will be blocked as well. 
Hence, softer handover in HAPS will not be able to mitigate shadowing effectively due to the 
absence o f macroscopic diversity. However, the high visibility of the HAPS platform  [40] ensures 
the presence of a line of sight (LOS) link between the base stations and mobile stations most of 
the time. Hence, even with the lack o f macro diversity, HAPS is still an attractive platform  to 
deliver the UMTS services. Furthermore, during softer handover, although in the absence of 
m acro diversity, the transmissions from  the two base stations that are in the m obile’s active set 
can be considered as providing downlink transmit diversity and uplink receive diversity (space 
diversity).
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The downlink transmit diversity gain during softer handover in HAPS UMTS is shown in Figure 
4-1. The coherent combining gain can be obtained because the signal is combined coherently 
while the interference is combined non-coherently. The gain from ideal coherent combining is 3 
dB with two antennas. This gain is larger when there is less multi-path diversity [41]. Hence, in 
the HAPS operating environment where LOS link is dominant with less multi-path effects as 
compared to the terrestrial tower-based environment, diversity gain will enhance the system 
perform ance and improve coverage.
Transmissions from 
two base stations’ 
antennas during
softer handover
Suffer different fading 
channels (gain against 
fast fading).
Two downlink signals 
combined coherently 
(coherent combining 
gain).
Figure 4-1: Downlink transmit diversity during softer handover in HAPS UMTS
In addition, softer handover is an important feature in HAPS UMTS as it ensures smooth 
transition between cells when the mobile stations are moving within the service area. Softer 
handover will also improve the quality of the communications link at the cell edge where 
interference is most severe. This will enable more mobile stations to be accom m odated in the 
handover area. However, the optimum handover area depends on the trade-off between the 
soft/softer handover performances indicators stated in [34] rather on the capacity gain alone.
The forward link system  capacity with and without softer handover for a single platform  HAPS 
UMTS is evaluated. Power control is not considered, as it is not as critical for forward link as it is
for the reverse link. Softer handover involving 2 and 3 base stations is considered in our 
evaluation.
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4.2 System Model
We consider a HAPS positioned at an altitude of 22 km above the service area, and kept 
stationary at a nominal fixed point in the stratosphere by means of an appropriate station-keeping 
mechanism. We assume that the WCDMA communications payload and phased array antenna 
with gain/beam shaping capability are centrally located onboard the HAPS. This will allow 
hundreds of equally size circular cells of radius to be projected on the ground within the service 
area in a pattern similar to those created by a traditional cellular system to provide mobile 
communications services. We assume that only voice services are provided by the system. The 
phased array antenna radiation pattern proposed in [2], which has a steep roll-off o f 60 dB/decade, 
is used in our evaluation. The mask of the phased array antenna radiation pattern having a 
maximum main lobe gain (G,,,) of 36.7 dB is shown in Figure 4-2. The gain at cell boundaries is 
taken to be -1 3  dB with respect to Cn,.
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Figure 4-2: Mask of the antenna radiation pattern proposed by [2]
4.3 Forward Link Capacity Loss due to Softer Handover
Consider the softer handover of a HAPS UMTS system using W CDM A access scheme, where 
softer handover involves / / ( / / >  2). base stations. As shown in Figure 4-3, we assume that the 
softer handover areas in HAPS UMTS are the areas between and /(. The softer handover area 
can be written as:
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(4.1)^SHO — ^
Since softer handover in HAPS UMTS is achieved by involving / /  base stations transmitting the 
same information to a mobile, the capacity corresponding to mobiles in the softer handover region 
is reduced from to where p  is the user distribution density, which is assumed to be
uniform. Hence, the loss of forward link capacity corresponding to the mobiles in the softer 
handover region is:
(4.2)
The fraction of capacity loss due to softer handover as compared to the capacity without softer 
handover can be written as:
F,capacity _  las
H
H
R
(4.3)
Softer handover area
Figure 4-3: Softer handover area of HAPS UMTS
The results for the forward link capacity loss due to softer handover are shown in Figure 4-4 for / /  
= 2 and / /  = 3.
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Figure 4-4: Forward link capacity loss due to softer handover
4.4 Forward Link Capacity Gain with Softer Handover
4.4.1 Forward Link Capacity without Softer Handover
W e assume that a pilot carrier is transmitted in the forward link to serve as a reference for the 
m obile stations during coherent demodulation. W e also assume that each cell has a total 
transm itted power o f P, and that is allocated to the pilot carrier and other com m on
signalling channels in each cell. Consider a total o f M  traffic channels in the forward link and J -l 
surrounding cells. Each mobile is allocated with a power o f pPJM . W ith the mobile station 
located in cell 0 at distances ro and r, from the centres o f cell 0 and cell j  respectively as shown in 
Figure 4-5, the wanted signal transmitted from the serving base station, BSq, to the mobile station 
is received as:
- {ÊEl I" y
\  Co ^(^o) (4.4)
The interference caused by the serving base station {Isc) and by the J-\ surrounding base stations 
(/oc) to the mobile station are as follows:
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(4.5)
.9C M
7—1 (4.6)
where Iq and Ij are the path lengths between BSq's and B S /s  transm itting antennas (located on the 
HAPS) and the mobile station respectively, cris the path loss exponent, while ^  and ^  are the dB
attenuation due to shadowing along the paths /o and respectively. C( ( / )  and G (^ )  represent the
norm alised antenna gain levels in dB at the angles under which mobile station is seen from  the 
antenna boresight of BSq and BSj respectively. À is the voice activity factor which is only 
applicable to voice traffic and not the common signalling channels. The other-cell interference is 
further reduced by a factor of 2 because the wanted signal from BSq can be coherently 
demodulated but not the interference from  the rest of the J - l  surrounding base stations [42]. Note 
that all the cells are generated by the same phased array antenna onboard the HAPS. Since the 
dimensions o f the phased array antenna are much smaller as compared to the path lengths /o and 
we can assume that k  ~ Ij. W ith this assumption, the attenuation due to shadowing along these 
paths will be sim ilar and hence, we can further assume that ^  = Q [22].
22 km
Serving cell 0
Interfering cell j
Wanted signal
 ► Interference from cell j
Figure 4-5: Interference from the j t h  cell to the mobile located in cell 0 (without softer handover)
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The received energy per bit to interference power density ratio (P/Z/q) by MS is given by:
(4.7)
'M
/o /.yc +
where is the processing gain (G^ ,). is the background noise due to spurious interference
and thermal noise contained in the total spread bandwidth, W. Since the background noise is much 
sm aller as compared to the received cell site signal power, is negligible. By approxim ating
(M -1 ) ~ M, the forward link capacity without softer handover in terms of the num ber o f users per 
cell can be obtained by solving (4.7) for M:
M
(4.8)
1 — / ? 7-1 10
7=1
Note that the system capacity depends very much on the antenna radiation pattern rather than the 
propagation environment.
4.4.2 Forward Link Capacity with Softer Handover
C om bining the signals received from the base stations involved in softer handover using the MRC 
at the MS will lead to an increase in the received SIR. Considering K  base stations involved in 
softer handover, the received E//Ioat the output of the M RC during softer handover is given by:
TiT-l (4.9)
where
handover cell k.
is the bit energy-to-interference density ratios of the received signal from
JBS„
is obtained by solving (4.7). For where k ^ Q ,  the same cell
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interference can be derived similarly as in (4.5). However, the other-cell interference for
V ygg*
is different from (4.6) and the other-cell interference to signal term  is expressed as:
+ MX
^i¥»)-G{¥k. 
1010
7=1
7^^
P
10 10
(4.10)
Since the reference pilot carrier used for coherent demodulation at the MS is from  B S q, the 
interference caused by B S q is assumed to increase by a factor o f 2. By neglecting cr„^  ISm and 
approxim ating (M-1) ~ M, the forward link system capacity with softer handover can be obtained 
by solving (4.9) for M. Figure 4-6 shows a softer handover scenario involving only 2 base 
stations. For this scenario, M  is found to be:
M =
(4.11)
\ - p
+  À
W hereas for the scenario where 3 base stations are involved in softer handover, M  is found to be:
M
(4.12)
i z f - i -  À
7-1 (4.13)
where + 10
7=1
4 8
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and =1 + 2
G((yo)-G( i^ 
10 '0 + I ' o
j = 2
10
(4.14)
and /  g.^ 2 - 1  + 2 10 '0 10
y_l )-G(v^2 )
. 1 , 0
7^2
(4.15)
cell 2
cell 1
22 km
cell 0
Serving c^îl 1 Serving cell 0
Interfering cell j
■► W anted signal
► Interference from cell j
Handover area
Figure 4-6: Interference from theyth cell to the mobile located in the handover area between cell 0
and cell 1
4.5 Results and Discussion
W e consider an evaluating cell at the nadir and 5 tiers o f interfering cells. We assume that (5 = 0.8, 
i.e., 20 % of the total cell site power is allocated to the pilot and other common signaling 
channels. Also. We assume Gp = 256 for chip rate = 3.84 Mcps. With EiJIg = 4.3 dB, G„, = 36.7 
dB and voice activity factor = 3/8, the forward link capacities per cell at different norm alised 
distances ro/R along line AB as shown in Figure 4-6 are obtained. The results are shown in Figure
4-7. W ithout softer handover, the system capacity is limited by MS located at the cell boundaries. 
The system capacity per cell is found to be 73.
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Figure 4-7: Forward link system capacities with and without softer handover at different normalised
distance r(JR  along line AB as shown in Figure 4-6
It is observed from  Figure 4-7 that with softer handover, the improvement in SIR due to the 
additional link received by the MS results in capacity gain. The gain in capacity is most 
significant near the cell edge, while no gain is observed for R s h o  ^  O Â R .  For softer handover 
involving 2 base stations (active set size = 2), the maximum system capacity gain that is 
achievable due to softer handover is about 50 %. This happens when R s h q .i b s  ^  0.88R where 
system  capacity is limited by MS located at cell boundaries again. The forward link system  
capacity where R s h q .i b s  ^  0.88/? is 110.
However, with 3 base stations involved in softer handover (active set size = 3) and R s h o .s b s  <
0.88/?, the capacity gain can be further increased as compared to the case when only 2 base 
stations are involved in softer handover. Figure 4-8 and Figure 4-9 show the capacities achieved 
when R s h o  = 0.8/? for softer handover involving 2 and 3 base stations. With R s h o .s b s  = 0.8/?, the 
forward link system capacity is found to be 127 and we can achieve 74 % increase in capacity as 
com pared to the case when softer handover is not employed. For softer handover involving 3 base 
stations, the capacity is limited by mobiles located R  =  R s h o .s b s - The capacity gains (in 
percentage) due to softer handover involving 2 and 3 base stations at different handover radii, 
R s h o  are plotted in Figure 4-10. It is also observed that if 3 base stations are involved in softer 
handover and R s h o  ^  0.58/?, we can achieve almost 100 % capacity gain as compared to the case
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without softer handover. However, this will require more resources during handover and will lead 
to capacity loss as shown in Figure 4-4.
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Figure 4-8: Forward link system capacities with softer handover involving 2 base stations at different 
distances ro/R  along line AB as shown in Figure 4-6 when R sho = O.SR
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Figure 4-9: Forward link system capacities with softer handover involving 3 base stations at different 
distances ro/R  along line AB as shown in Figure 4-6 when R sho = 0.8/?
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Figure 4-10: Forward link capacity gains due to softer handover at different normalised handover
radii, R sho
Taking into the account of the percentage o f capacity loss com puted in Section 4.3 and the 
capacity gain computed in Section 4.4, the overall forward link capacity gain due to softer 
handover is shown in Figure 4-11. From  the figure, it is observed that maximum capacity gain of 
37 % and 55 % can be obtained with R s h q .i b s  = 0.86/? and R s h o .s b s  = 0.625/? for softer handover 
involving 2 and 3 base stations respectively.
4.6 Conclusion
In this study, we have shown the effect o f softer handover on the forward link capacity of a HAPS 
CDM A system. W e have presented the approach to determ ine the optimum norm alised softer 
handover distance ( R s h o )  taking into consideration both the capacity gain and capacity loss due to 
softer handover. The results show that for the two base station softer handover scenario, with the 
softer handover radius (/?^wo) set to 0.86/?, we can achieve maximum capacity gain. However, if 
three base stations are involved in the softer handover process, the softer handover radius should 
be set to 0.62/? to achieve maximum capacity gain.
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Figure 4-11: Overall capacity gain due to softer handover at different normalised handover radii,
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Chapter 5
5 HAPS UMTS Dynamic System Level 
Simulator
The HAPS UMTS system level sim ulator is developed to evaluate the perform ance o f the 
handover algorithms. The main perform ance indicators of the handover algorithms are defined in 
Section 3.6.1, which are mainly related to resource utilisation and quality of service. The 
sim ulation criteria required for HAPS UMTS are briefly discussed in this chapter. The simulation 
m odels used are also described.
5.1 Performance Evaluation via Analytical Approach
The soft handover effects on the system  perform ance of the terrestrial ground-based system have 
been widely studied using analytical approach [3][39][42][43]. Reference [42] has shown that 
CD M A system capacity gain in the forward link is about 6-7 % for a terrestrial tower-based 
system. Reference [39] presents the results on the effects of soft handover, frequency reuse, and 
non-ideal antenna sectorisation on CDM A system capacity evaluated via an analytical approach. 
The results provide statistics o f soft and softer handover for different values of handover 
parameters. In reference [43], with the correlation coefficient o f 0.5 assumed for the propagation 
losses to two different base stations from  a mobile user, it has shown that soft handover gain 
provides an increase in reverse link capacity by a factor of 2 to 2.5. In [3], an analytical tool for 
analysing the performance trade-offs for soft handover is provided. The analysis quantifies the 
handover perform ance by the num ber o f active set updates, the num ber o f base stations involved 
in soft handover, and the outage probability o f the received signal. The model considers only two 
base stations and a user moving between them in a straight line.
5.2 Performance Evaluation via Simulation Approach
Analytical approach usually requires an assumption of a more simplified scenario such as mobile 
travelling in a straight line between two base stations [3]. However, it gives a quick idea o f the 
perform ance of certain handover algorithms. Simulation approach on the other hand, is the most 
com m only used method to evaluate the perform ance of handover algorithms [27] [29] [44] as it
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allows a more realistic cellular environment to be incorporated. Unlike analytical method, 
simulation approach allows many features to be integrated together to form a dynamic cellular 
sim ulation environment. A system level simulator usually includes the following sub-components:
• Cell model
•  Traffic model
•  M obility model
•  Channel model
The specific sub-components that are incorporated into the developm ent o f the HAPS UMTS 
sim ulator will be discussed in the next section o f  this chapter. Figure 5-1 shows the main 
components o f  the HAPS UMTS dynamic system level simulator. This sim ulator is developed so 
that perform ance evaluation o f the proposed adaptive handover algorithms and other resource 
management algorithms can be carried out.
Traffic model
Cell model
M obility model
"► Voice 
-► W W W  data 
Video
M acrocells 
"► M icrocells
H ierarchical cells 
Picocell cells (not modelled) *
Channel model —
Terrestrial tower-based
HAPS
* HAPS is unlikely to provide picocell coverage due to the limitations of the size of the phased array 
antenna.
Figure 5-1: Main components of the HAPS UMTS dynamic system level simulator
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5.3 Main Components of the HAPS UMTS Dynamic System Level 
Simulator
5.3.1 Traffic Models
The traffic models proposed in [45] are used as the reference models. Both real time services and 
non real-time services are considered. Real-time services include voice and video conferencing
calls and non real-time service is basically data traffic having the characteristics of a W W W  
browsing session.
5.3.1.1 Real-Tim e Services
Although conversational speech is a stream-based service, it is characterised by period o f activity 
called talk-spurt and period of silence. Therefore, it is modelled as being interm ittent with a 
certain duty factor, a. The talk-spurt and the silence periods are independently and exponentially 
distributed with means of T seconds.
The appearance and disappearance of the calls are assumed to follow a Poisson distribution and 
the call duration is assumed to be exponentially distributed with mean of Cpeech seconds. The 
generation o f the voice traffic for the up and the downlink are two independent processes. Figure
5-2 shows a typical voice traffic generated using the above model.
The generation o f the video traffic is exactly the same as voice traffic. The differences between 
voice and video traffic are that the activity factor for video is assumed to be 1 and that video will 
require a higher data transmission rate. Hence, the transmission for video traffic will be “ON” 
throughout the call duration. The mean call duration for video traffic is assumed to be Tyije,, 
seconds.
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Figure 5-2: A sample of voice traffic 
5.3.1.2 Non Real-tim e Services
The traffic model for non real-time services is assumed to have the characteristics o f a W W W  
browsing session, which consists of a sequence of packet calls. W ithin a packet call, several 
packets may be generated, which means that the packet call consists of a bursty sequence of 
packets. A packet service session contains one or several packet calls depending on the 
application. For a W W W  browsing session, a packet call corresponds to downloading o f a W W W  
document. A fter the document is downloaded, the user is expected to take some time to study the 
information. The time taken for the user to read the docum ent is known as the reading time. For a 
typical file transfer (FTP), each session will likely to contain only one packet call. A fter the 
reading time, a request (uplink traffic) will be generated to down load another document. The size 
of the uplink packet call is assumed to be much sm aller than the size of the downlink packet call. 
The traffic model developed for the HAPS UMTS system level sim ulator does not take the inter­
arrival time between packet bursts within a packet call into consideration because the duration is 
too short for system level evaluation. A typical W W W  browsing session is shown in Figure 5-3.
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Packet Call
Reading 
Time 
<  ^
Packet Burst Inter-arrival
Time
Figure 5-3: Characteristics of a WWW browsing session
The following has been modelled to capture the typical characteristic o f a W W W  browsing 
session:
• Session arrival process'. The arrival of session set-ups to the network is modelled as a 
Poisson process. Note that this process only generates the time instants when service calls 
begin and is independent from call termination.
•  The num ber o f  pa cke t call requests p e r  session, NpP. This is a geometrically distributed 
random variable with a mean o f [packet call].
• The reading tim e between pa cke t calls w ithin a session, DpP. This is a geometrically 
distributed random variable with a mean of /Zo [model time step].
• The num ber o f  packets in  a packet call, N ji This is a geometrically distributed random  
variable with a mean of [packet].
•  The time interval between two consecutive packets inside a pa cke t call. Da' Not 
modelled. It is assumed that the inter-arrival time is equal to zero.
• P acket size, Sai The packet size is defined by the following formula:
Packets ize = min(P, m) 
where P  is a normal Pareto distribution random variable ( a  = 1.1, k = 81.5) and m  is the 
maximum allowed packet size, m = 66666 bytes.
The parameters used for the above model are listed in Table 5-1. Figure 5-4 shows a sample o f the 
W W W  browsing session traffic generated using the model.
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Table 5-1: Statistics of the distributions characterising a typical W \\ W browsing session
Packet Based Ave. number of Ave. reading time Ave. number of Param eters for
information types packet calls between packet packet burst packet size
(kbps) within a session calls [s] within a packet call
distribution
UDD 8 kbps - 5 4 1 2 25 k= 81.5
2.084 kbps
a = l . 1
(Downlink traffic)
UDD 8 kbps - 10 k=8l.5
2.084 kbps
a = l . 1
(Uplink traffic)
1.5
0.5
4).5
-1
2000
I
Packet calls
/
—
Reading time
1 ............ -............ -....- ..... -.1....... ... .-.. .......... 1................... -.... ... ...........................
4000 6000
Time (s)
8000 10000
‘O n’ S ta te
O ff  State
12000
Figure 5-4: A sample of the data traffic (WWW browsing session)
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5.3.2 Cell Model
UMTS is expected to support various types of services with different demands on data rates. The 
cell density depends very much on the type of services that will be provided. For example, smaller 
cells will be needed to support hot spots with higher capacity requirements as well as supporting 
high data rates. Tn recent UMTS frequency allocations, most operators have been allocated two or 
more (FDD) carriers [46]. The spectrum allocation affects the deployment scenario o f the UMTS, 
and the possible use of hierarchical cell structures. Examples of UMTS network deployment 
scenarios are shown in Figure 5-5.
Having a coverage continuously provided by microcells will result in high infrastructure cost. 
Also, if the network is also expected to support high mobility users, there will be too many 
handovers between cells which will cause high signalling loads. Although the frequency of 
handovers can be drastically reduced if the entire coverage area is fill with only macrocells, this 
approach will create some other problems such as the inability to support services that require 
high qualities o f service and high data rates. Hence, it is envisaged that the UMTS coverage will 
likely be filled with both macrocells and microcells. Microcells will be set up in areas having high 
user densities (hot spots traffic) or in places where services that require high data rates needs to be 
supported. Macrocells will be used instead to provide the coverage required.
(a) (b)
Figure 5-5: Examples of UMTS deployment scenarios, (a) Continuous coverage by macrocells or 
microcells with frequency f l  (b) Continuous coverage by macrocells with frequency f l  and selected
areas with microcells with frequency f2
In HAPS UMTS, the stringent demands on the design of the phased array antenna makes the 
projection of the microcells from HAPS much more difficult. Hence, it is expected that HAPS
6 0
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will likely be providing continuous macrocells coverage. Terrestrial tower-based microcells will 
be used in areas that have higher user densities or demands for high data rate services [47].
Taking the above into consideration, the system level simulator developed consists o f two cell
models:
• Continuous coverage by HAPS macrocells/microcells.
• Hierarchical cells (continuous coverage by HAPS macrocells and selected areas with 
terrestrial tower-based microcells).
5.3.2.1 HAPS M acrocells/m icrocells
This cell model consists of 19 cells as shown in Figure 5-6. Using the antenna radiation patterns 
described in Section 2.5.2 and assuming that the phased array antenna has beam and gain shaping 
capability, the 19 cells projected on the ground near the nadir will be of equal shapes and sizes 
with three possible cell radii:
• 1.67 km
• 1 km
• 357 m (very difficult to be achieved)
The cells are intersecting at -1 3  dB points as shown in Figure 5-7.
5.3.2.2 Hierarchical Ceils
The hierarchical cell model consists of 3 HAPS macrocells and 7 terrestrial tower-based 
microcells as shown in Figure 5-8. The microcells are base stations with omni directional antennas 
and are located at the intersection point of the three HAPS macrocells. These microcells are meant 
to support hot spot areas where user density is higher.
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Figure 5-6: The HAPS macrocells layout with cell radius of 1 km 
Antenna Radiation Pattern for Gm = 367 dB
>  0
Figure 5-7: Antenna radiation pattern for G„t = 36.7 dB
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Figure 5-8: HAPS/tower-based hierarchical cellular layout
5.3.3 Mobility Model
The vehicular environment deployment model stated in [45] is used as a reference for the 
development o f  the mobility model.
A newly generated call is assigned a uniformly distributed random location in the simulation area. 
The base station that provides the new call with the strongest link will be assigned as the initial 
base station on the condition that there are free resources available at that base station. Otherwise, 
the call is blocked.
Mobiles can either be allocated an initial speed that is fixed, uniformly distributed or Gaussian 
distributed with a specified mean and standard deviation. Once the speeds are allocated, they will 
remain constant throughout the call duration. The initial travelling direction o f a new user is 
generated by the uniform  distribution t/[0°, 360°]. The time taken before a mobile changes its 
travelling direction is generated by an exponential distribution. The statistics o f  the exponential 
distribution varies w ith the environment. The average distance travelled by a mobile before 
changing its direction is assumed to be different for different environments with the urban 
environment having the most frequent changes. The new direction is generated by a uniform 
distribution w ith reference to the old direction. D ifferent values o f  (j) can be used for
different environments as well. Figure 5-9 summarises the mobility model described. Wrap
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around technique is used so that when mobiles exceed the service area boundary, they are 
"wrapped around" and re-appear from a symmetrical location in the service area. This is to ensure
that the density of the mobiles is fixed.
^)efor 
d irecti
M o b il
Figure 5-9: The mobility model
5.3.4 Channel Model
5.3.4.1 HAPS Channel Model
The characteristics of the HAPS channel are sim ilar to the satellite channel. The HAPS channel 
m odel developed under this research is based on the data collected from CCSR’s measurem ent 
cam paign carried out for mobile satellite systems operating at S-band. The HAPS channel is 
elevation dependent, environment dependent and time varying.
Elevation angle in the HAPS channel model varies from 15° to 90° and the following operating 
environm ents are included:
• Urban
• Suburban
• Open
• Lightly wooded
• Heavily wooded
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When a mobile is moving around in the service area, the channel experienced by the mobile is 
characterised by durations when the mobile is shadowed (non-line of sight) from the HAPS and 
durations where the mobile has line of sight to the HAPS as shown in Figure 5-10.
Lightly 
shadowed  
path / Heavily \  
shadowed Line o f sight path
HAPS Service area
Figure 5-10: Characteristics of HAPS propagation channel
For simplicity, we only consider the heavily shadowed (bad) and the line of sight (good) states,
i.e., two-state model. The statistics o f encountering the good/bad states and the duration o f staying 
in the good/bad states are based on the two state Markov model proposed by Lutz [48] as shown
in Figure 5-11.
BG
Good StateBad State
BB
(G)(B)
GO
Figure 5-11: 2 state Markov model for HAPS propagation channel
The state o f the channel for a given sampling interval depends on the state of the channel in the 
previous sam pling interval and the transition probabilities, given by:
BG (5.1)
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and GB (5.2)
where v = velocity of mobile in m/s, Dg = average duration in bad state (m), Dg = average 
duration in good state (m) and = sampling rate (s '). Table 5-2 shows the durations o f good and 
bad state for various environments [50].
Table 5-2: Duration of good and bad states for various environments
NElevation
\an g le
Operatii^
Env. \
15° 30° 60° 80°
Duration 
good 
state (m)
Duration 
bad state 
(m)
Duration 
good 
state (m)
Duration 
bad state 
(m)
Duration 
good 
state (m)
Duration 
bad state 
(m)
Duration  
good 
state (m)
Duration 
bad state 
(m)
Open 74.1085 4.7503 46.9197 16.9221 890.0721 9.498 111.5165 2.8658
Lightly
wooded
4.0605 7.3545 3.8567 4.8669 5.7035 1.5304 84.6854 0.7177
H eavily
w ooded
4.4522 21.356 3.6495 5.7557 4.7531 1.88 7.7342 1.4868
Suburban 8.8198 3.7764 3.9102 1.9302 14.6098 1.5778 9.5497 3.9268
Urban - - 9.6301 3.4781 10.6736 2.1491 19.8078 1.6902
When the mobile's LOS path to the HAPS is blocked by obstructions such as buildings, trees, 
etc., the shadowed signal is modelled as a lognormal distribution with a mean ///„ standard
deviation cT/, and correlation distance of . For the satellite channel, correlation distances in the
order o f 1 -  2 m has been reported [49].
In addition, the signal is interpolated during the state changes to avoid unrealistic "instantaneous" 
transitions between good/bad states.
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Free space path loss is assumed for the path loss model of HAPS propagation channel and fast 
fading is not modelled.
S.3.4.2 Terrestrial M icrocell Channel Model
In the hierarchical cell layout, terrestrial microcells are used to provide the capacity for hot spot 
areas. The path loss model used for terrestrial microcells channel is taken from the path loss 
model for vehicular environment stated in [45]. According to [45], this model is applicable for the
non line-of-sight (NLOS) scenarios in urban and suburban environments outside the high rise core 
where the buildings are of nearly uniform height.
1  = 4 0 ( 1 - 4 x 1 0 ' ^ -  18Log,o(Mg) + 21Log,o(/) + SOdB (5.3)
where R  is the distance in km between the serving base station and the mobile. /  is the carrier 
frequency in M Hz and Ahi, is the base station antenna height in meters measured from the roof top 
level. A/zg is in the range of 0 -  50 m. Lognormal shadow fading with a mean o f and
standard deviation are assumed. Decorrelation length of is also assumed.
5.3.5 Graphical User Interface and Animation
The simulator was developed with proper graphical user interface (GUI) for the ease of operation. 
Anim ations were also created so that the behaviours of the mobiles can be verified against the 
requirem ents specified. Figure 5-12 shows the GUI of the HAPS UMTS system level simulator. 
The 3D and 2D animation of single layer macrocells simulation using the HAPS sim ulator are 
shown in Figure 5-13 to Figure 5-14 respectively. Figure 5-15 shows a 2D animation o f a 
HAPS/tower-based overlay cellular network simulation using the HAPS simulator.
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Figure 5-12: Graphical user interface of the HAPS UMTS system level simulator
^  Active voice users 
A Silent voice users 
^  Active video users 
A Active WWW users 
A Silent WWW users
Figure 5-13: 3D animation of the HAPS UMTS system level simulator
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#  Active voice users #  Active video users
0  Silent voice users
#  Active WWW users 
0  Silent WWW users
Figure 5-14; 2D animation of the HAPS UMTS system level simulator
#  Fast speed users 
0  Slow speed users
Strongest link from the serving BS
2^^ link for mobiles in soft/softer 
handover
Figure 5-15: 2D animation of the HAPS/tower-based overlay UMTS
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The development of the HAPS UMTS dynamic system level simulator is to facilitate the 
evaluation o f the HAPS UMTS handover algorithms' performances operating in various
environm ents (urban, sub-urban and rural). We have described all the main models that are used 
to develop the dynamic system level simulator. The GUI and animation that have been included in 
the simulator are also briefly described.
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Chapter 6
6 Softer Handover Algorithms for HAPS 
UMTS
In this chapter, we will first present the simulation results on the system  perform ance o f HAPS 
UMTS using the conventional softer handover algorithm. Next, we utilise the HAPS unique 
characteristics that all base station antennas collocated at the same location to propose two speed 
and direction adaptive softer handover algorithms. Next, we assume that the power resource 
onboard the HAPS can be shared among all base stations and propose an adaptive softer handover 
algorithm  that makes use of the platform loading (downlink output power) and individual base 
station loading to dynamically adjust the softer handover add and drop margins. The 
performances o f the proposed adaptive softer handover algorithms are evaluated using the 
dynamic HAPS system level simulator and compared with those obtained using the conventional 
non-adaptive handover algorithm.
6.1 System Performance of HAPS UMTS with Conventional Soft/softer 
Handover Algorithm
Since HAPS UMTS will likely be using the proposed IMT- 2000/UM TS terrestrial com ponent 
radio transmission technologies and protocols, the conventional soft/softer algorithm  proposed for 
terrestrial tower-based UMTS as discussed in Section 3.4.2 should also be applicable for HAPS 
UMTS. Hence, it is important to establish the HAPS UMTS system performance using the 
conventional soft/softer handover algorithm and the optimum values o f the design param eters of 
the softer handover algorithm.
W e consider a single HAPS positioned at an altitude of 22 km  above the surface o f the earth, and 
kept stationary at a nominal fixed point in the stratosphere by means of an appropriate station- 
keeping mechanism. W ith the communications payload onboard the HAPS, it is possible to 
provide mobile communications services to a coverage area up to 500 km in radius. Sim ulation is 
conducted to evaluate the performance o f the soft/softer handover algorithm proposed for 
terrestrial tow er-based UMTS when the algorithm is used for intra-HAPS handover, i.e. inter-cell 
handover within a single platform  HAPS W CDM A system. In our evaluation, we focus on the
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effect o f add and drop margins on the quality of service and network resource utilisation. 
Handover performance indicators such as mean active set number, mean number o f handover 
operations per call, outage probability, call blocking probability and call dropping rate are
obtained with different add and drop margins..
6.1.1 Conventional UMTS Soft Handover Algorithm
The details of the conventional UMTS soft handover algorithm are discussed in Section 3.4.2. 
This algorithm uses dynamic thresholds for the adding, replacing and dropping o f cells in a 
mobile's active set. The thresholds for a mobile to add a new cell to its active set, replace a cell in
its active set or drop an existing cell from its active set are determined relative to the averaged 
received Ec//,, of the strongest cell in the m obile 's active set.
The basic design parameters for the conventional UMTS handover algorithm are 
AT and active set size. The active set consists of cells that currently have an assigned link to the 
mobile, i.e., cells that are involved in the soft handover. The actual size of the active set varies 
with time and is usually limited due to resource limitation.
6.1.2 HAPS WCDMA System Model
W e assume that the W CDM A communications payload and phased array antenna are centrally 
located onboard the HAPS. This will allow hundreds o f cells to be projected on the ground within 
the service area in a pattern similar to that created by a traditional cellular system. T he phased 
array antenna radiation pattern proposed in [2], which has a steep roll-off of 60 dB/decade, is used 
in our evaluation. The mask of the phased array antenna radiation pattern having a m axim um  
main lobe gain (Gm) o f 36.7 dB is shown in Figure 4-2. The gain at cell boundaries is taken to be -  
13 dB with respect to 0 ^ .  Platform movement due to wind gusts and imperfections o f the station 
keeping m echanism  is not considered in the simulation.
A total o f 19 spot beams or cells are simulated. W e assume that these 19 cells are located near the 
nadir and hence can be approximated to be circular in shape. The maximum main loop gain of the 
phased array antenna is chosen to be 36.7 dBm. This phased array antenna will project cells on the 
ground with a cell radius o f 1 km. W rap around method is used to eliminate the boundary effects. 
For every base station, only the CPICH and traffic channels are considered. The transm it power 
for CPICH and the traffic channels are fixed at 33 dBm and 30 dBm  respectively. W e assum e that 
the m aximum num ber of 32 kbps channels that a base station can support is 30. This num ber is 
chosen based on the forward link capacity with softer handover as discussed in chapter 4. Fast 
fading is not considered in our simulation as we assume that it can be averaged out due to its short
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correlation length. M  received samples are averaged over a rectangular window before being 
com pared with the softer handover threshold.
HAP
A Active 
A Silent users
20
Figure: 6-1: HAPS WCDMA system simulation scenario
Let the subscript k  denote the index o f  the serving base station o f  the mobile and subscript j  
denote the index o f  the rest o f  the interfering base stations. The transm itted CPICH from base 
station k  to the mobile is received as:
A.
^ 10  ^ 10 '
(6.1)
The same cell interference { I s c )  and other cell interference { I q c )  can be w ritten as:
(6.2)
£l g W
I o c = T , \ P c p i c h + M j Ps )-j ‘‘ W''>W  > »
j^k
(6.3)
7 3
where Pcp/cw and are the transmit powers of the CPICH and traffic channels respective!). 
and are the numbers of active users (in "talk" mode) in cells X: andf respectively, cr is the path 
loss exponent, while ^  and g  are the dB attenuation due to shadowing along the paths /( and /y 
respectively. and C(((/) represent the normalised antenna gain levels in dB at the angles
under which mobile terminal is seen from P6'/s and P5"y's antennas respectively. Note that for 
single platform HAPS, all the cells are generated by the same phased array antenna onboard the 
HAPS. Since the dimensions o f the phased array antenna is much smaller as compared to height 
of the HAPS platform, we can assume that the signals from different base stations to the mobile 
terminal traverse almost the same path and distance and is thus subjected to approximately the 
same shadowing condition and path loss [22], [52], [53]. Hence, we can assume that ^  ^ and
= /y. With these assumptions, the received E(V7o by a mobile terminal is dependent on antenna 
radiation pattern rather than propagation environment:
I
(6.4)
CP/C// ^CP/C// y
10 10
(j :
"^ CP/CZ/.A
where o;," is the thermal noise.
6.1.2.1 Traffic Model
In our simulation, only real time speech service is considered. Calls are generated according to a 
Poisson process assuming a mean call duration of 120 seconds. As suggested in [45], speech
service is modelled as an on-off model, with activity and silent periods generated by an 
exponential distribution. The mean active and silent duration is 3 seconds. Uplink and downlink
traffic are generated independently.
6.1.2.2 M obility Model
A newly generated call is assigned a uniformly distributed random location in the simulation area. 
The base station with the cell centre located closest to the new call will be assigned as the initial 
base station on the condition that there are free resources available at that base station. Otherwise, 
the call is blocked.
All mobile users are moving at a fixed speed of 50 km/h within the simulated service area. The 
initial direction of a new user is generated by the uniform distribution U[0°, 360°]. The time taken 
before a mobile user changes its travelling direction is generated by an exponential distribution
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with a mean o f 144 seconds. This value is obtained based on the assumption that a mobile will 
travel an average o f 2 km before changing its travelling direction. The new direction is generated
by a uniform distribution t/[-45°, 45°] with reference to the old direction.
The request to add a new base station to a mobile's active set is denied if the new base station 
does not have any free resources. When this happens, the mobile will keep trying to establish a 
handover although its previous request was denied. In the retry process, if the mobile is outaged
continuously for more than 5 seconds, it is dropped from the network.
6.1.3 Performance Measures
Generally, two categories of performance indicators are used to evaluate the handover 
algorithms:
Q uality of service:
o  New call blocking probability (Py,): The probability that a new user is denied access 
to the network due to shortage of network resources, 
o Outage probability: The probability that the instantaneous received Ef/Io of a 
mobile's traffic channel after M RC falls below the (£'///o)threshoid. The received Ef/Io 
after MRC is given by:
Ic ie  A ctiveSet ‘ o  J i
o  Call dropping rate (P^): The rate at which ongoing calls are dropped from the 
network. A call is dropped if it is outaged continuously for more than 5 s.
Resource utilisation:
o Mean active set number: The average number of base stations in the mobile's active 
set throughout its call duration, 
o Mean number of handover operations per call: The average number o f handover 
operations (add, drop or replace link) per call.
6.1.4 Simulation Parameters.
The simulation parameters are summarised in Table 6-1:
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Table 6-1: Simulation parameters used for the evaluation of the conventional UMTS soft/softer
handover algorithm.
Param eter Value
Radio access WCDMA
Chip rate 3.84 Mcps
Speech service bit rate 32 kbps
(P//fo)lhreshold 4.5 dB
Cell radius 1000 m
M obile speed 50 km/h
M axim um  num ber of users per cell 30
M  (averaging number) 8
Simulation step 500 ms
Pilot transm it power 33 dBm
Transmit power per trafftc channel 30 dBm
active set size 3
A T  (adding, dropping and replacing a link) 2.5 s
(Max main lobe gain o f the phased array
antenna)
36.7 dB
6.1.5 Simulation Results
In our evaluation, we analyse the effect of different add and drop margins on the grade o f service 
and resource utilisation. In our simulation, the time to trigger an active set update {AT) is fixed at
2.5 s for adding, dropping and replacing a link. The six different settings of add and drop margins 
used in [44] are considered for the performance evaluation. These settings are shown in Table 6-2.
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Table 6-2: The handover parameters used for the performance evaluation
Parameter
Set
Add Margin
( 4 jc/)
Drop M argin
( 4m/,)
#1 2d B 4d B
#2 2d B 5dB
#3 2d B 6d B
#4 3dB 5dB
#5 3d B 6dB
#6 4d B 6dB
6.1.5.1 Q uality of Service
From Figure 6-2, Figure 6-3 and Figure 6-4, we see a significant improvement in outage 
probability and call dropping rate when both and are increased by 1 dB from  =
2/4 dB to SadJSdrop = 3/5 dB, i.e., shifting the softer handover window by 1 dB. The improvement 
becomes less significant if we further increase 4 jj/4 rop  from 3/5 dB to 4/6 dB. W e also observe 
that the outage probability curve of SadJ^dm,, = 2/4 dB increases more steeply with increasing 
traffic load as compared to the outage probability curve o f 4 V 4 m p  = 3/5 dB. However, we see 
that 4V&ro;, = 3/5 dB gives a higher blocking rate than 4V&mp = 2/4 dB.
It is also observed that the outage probability and call dropping rate increase if  we keep ôadd fixed 
at 2 dB and increase the 4m/, from 4 dB to 6 dB, i.e., increase the handover hysteresis (difference 
between add and drop margins) from 2 dB to 4 dB. Higher hysteresis values also give higher 
blocking probabilities due to the increase in handover area.
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Figure 6-2: Outage probability for different add and drop margins
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Figure 6-3: Call dropping rate for different add and drop margins
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Figure 6-4: Blocking probability for different add and drop margins
6.1.5.2 Resource Utilisation
From  the resource utilisation point of view, as expected, SajjSj,-„p = 4/6 dB utilises the highest 
netw ork resources. It is also observed that this handover setting gives the largest num ber of 
handover operations per call. On average, there will be a handover operation every 45 seconds. 
The simulation results for the mean active set number and the mean num ber of handover 
operations per call as shown in Figure 6-5 and Figure 6-6 respectively. These results are obtained 
at a traffic loading of 14 Erlangs per cell, where the call dropping rate is zero for all param eter 
sets evaluated. Compared to ÔadJSdrop = 2/4 dB, the mean active set num ber and the mean number 
o f handover operations per call for = 4/6 dB increase by 9.15 % and 8.85 % respectively.
Also, com pared to SadjlSjrop = 3/5 dB, the mean active set num ber and the mean num ber of 
handover operations for ÔadJSdwp = 4/6 dB increase by 4.4 % and 3.7 % respectively.
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The statistics o f  the active set utilisation for different param eter settings are also collected and 
shown in Figure 6-7. We note that the probability o f  a m obile being in softer handover (2 base 
stations + 3 base stations) is about 13 % to 22 % depending on add and drop margins used. The 
probability that a mobile is in three-way softer handover is between 1 % and 2.7 %. Hence, in our 
view, it is not necessary to have an active set size o f  more than 2.
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Figure 6-7: Probability that the active set is occupied by 1, 2 and 3 base stations for different
add/drop margins
6.1.5.3 Selection o f Add and Drop M argins
The criterion for the selection o f  handover param eters depends on the desired service quality and 
resource utilisation performance. For example, let us consider the grade o f  service (GoS) cost 
function defined as follows:
GoS = Pt+lOPd (6.6)
A larger w eighting factor is given to the dropping rate as it is much more annoying for a mobile 
to lose an ongoing call than to be denied access to the network. Figure 6-8 shows the GoS  cost 
function against traffic loading for the different sets o f  add/drop margins. From the figure, we
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observe that = 2/4 dB provides the best Go. .^ With reference to Figure 6-5 and Figure
6-6, we also observe that = 2/4 dB utilises the least amount o f resources. Hence,
= 2/4 dB is the best choice for the specific cost function and the range of traffic loading 
that we are considering. However, if call dropping rate or outage probability alone is the 
paramount concern, = 3/5 dB can be considered at the expense of higher blocking
probability and resource utilisation.
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Figure 6-8: Grade of service for different add and drop margins
6.1.6 Discussion
The performance of softer handover for HAPS W CDM A system using the soft/softer handover 
algorithm proposed for terrestrial tower-based UMTS is evaluated. Six sets of handover 
param eters with different add/drop margins are used in the evaluation. The quality of service and 
resource utilisation are quantified in terms of outage probability, call dropping rate, call blocking
probability, mean active set number and mean number of handover operations per call. From  this 
study, the following conclusions can be drawn:
• An appropriate add/drop margin can be chosen based on the desired system performance.
•  An active set size of more than 2 is not required.
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6.2 Speed and Direction Adaptive Softer Handover Algorithms for 
HAPS UMTS
When designing softer handover algorithms for HAPS UMTS, we should note that an important 
unique characteristic o f HAPS UMTS is that all base station transmit antenna beams essentially 
originate from the same phased array antenna onboard the platform. As the altitude of the HAPS 
is much larger than the dimensions of the phased array antenna, the wanted and interfering signals 
traverse almost the same path and hence undergo similar path loss and shadowing. Therefore, the 
received signal-to-interference ratios (SIRs) of the mobiles in HAPS UMTS are dependent on the 
antenna radiation pattern rather than the channel characteristics (path loss and shadowing) 
[2],[22].
In WCDMA systems, a mobile continuously tracks the received E //o  of the CPICHs from the 
base stations in the service area and report this information to its serving base station. For HAPS 
UMTS, due to the collocation o f base station antennas, the CPICH signals transmitted by the base
stations to the mobile experience the same path loss and shadowing. Thus, if we assume that fast 
fading can be averaged out due to its short correlation length, then, the differences between the 
received EJIq values from  the m obile’s serving base station and the neighbouring base stations are 
basically the differences in antenna gains between the base stations. These antenna gain 
differences are deterministic and can be utilised to implement simple and effective adaptive softer 
handover algorithms.
In this section, two adaptive softer handover algorithms for HAPS UMTS are formulated based on 
the unique HAPS interference property. The performances o f the proposed adaptive SHO 
algorithms are evaluated via simulation in terms of quality of service and resource utilisation and 
compared to the corresponding performances of the conventional non-adaptive SHO algorithm 
(NADS) discussed in Section 3.4.2.
6.2.1 Design Strategies for HAPS UMTS Softer Handover Algorithms
Softer handover algorithms employ signal averaging, softer handover margins and the time-to- 
trigger {AT) mechanism to trade off between quality of service and resource utilisation. Since 
mobiles travel with different speeds and directions, the conventional softer handover algorithm 
using hxed softer handover margins, signal averaging window and /IT will not yield optimum 
system  performance. This is because fast moving mobiles tend to handover at distances further 
away from their serving base stations than slower moving mobiles, leading to higher call outage 
probabilities. Slow moving mobiles on the other hand utilise the limited system resources
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(downlink base stations' output powers) unnecessarily due to their long stay in the softer 
handover area. To illustrate, we assume that mobiles A and B, both served by are travelling 
at the same speed in the directions of OA and OB respectively as shown in Figure 6-9. In this 
scenario, mobile A will experience a higher rate of change of the difference between the received 
E //o  values from and BS? as compared to mobile B. Mobile A will also stay in the softer 
handover area for a shorter duration o f time as compared to mobile B since it crosses a smaller 
softer handover area. Hence, if mobile A does not initiate the softer handover process early 
enough, it will be more susceptible to call outage and hence call dropping as compared to mobile
B. On the other hand, if mobile B initiates its softer handover process too early, it will utilise the 
limited power resources unnecessarily.
Due to the unique characteristics in HAPS UMTS, the rate of change of the difference between 
the received Et//o from a mobile’s serving base station and the strongest received E/Zq from its 
neighbouring base stations (EOCjp./.O can provide reliable information on a m obile’s relative 
speed and travelling direction for the design of adaptive handover algorithms since is
only influenced by the base stations’ antenna radiation pattern rather than the propagation 
environment. If the mobile’s softer handover add margin (^ jj) and drop margin (<%rop) can be 
dynamically adjusted based on the information on a better system performance can be
achieved as compared to the conventional fixed threshold non-adaptive softer handover algorithm. 
Note that this method is not suitable for terrestrial tower-based UMTS as CPICH signals 
transmitted by different base stations to a mobile experience different levels of shadowing and 
path loss. Hence, tracking the will not provide an accurate and reliable indication o f the
m obiles’ travelling speeds and directions in this case.
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Figure 6-9: HAPS UMTS handover scenario for mobiles travelling in different directions
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6.2.1.1 E stab lish ing  the M axim um  and M inim um  ROC^uo, {ROC^iu,t^,„ax an d  ROC^uoum,,)
A mobile travelling with the fastest speed in the direction OA and a mobile travelling with the 
slowest speed in direction OB in the service area will experience the maximum and the
minimum respectively. Since the differences between the received E //o  values from the
m obile 's serving base station and the neighbouring base stations are basically the differences in
antenna gains between the base stations, we can establish PO C â])ihiî.max and PO C of the
system approximately using the HAPS antenna radiation pattern specified in [2] assum ing that the 
m axim um  and m inimum mobile speeds in the service area are known. As shown in Figure 6-10,
where and are the differences between the
norm alised antenna gain levels in dB at the angles under which the fastest moving mobile is seen 
from the boresights o f P S /s  and P S i's  antennas at time rl and r2 respectively. Æ  is the difference 
between r2 and H which is equal to the simulation time step. can be obtained with the
same approach using the slowest moving mobile travelling in direction OB.
6.2.1.2 S ofter H an d o v er M arg in  V aria tion  F ac to r {S_ROC^uot)
Depending on the POC^„w the m obile experiences, a handover margin variation factor is added to 
the fixed handover margins to obtain the adaptive handover margins for the mobile. The softer 
handover margin variation factor (^P O C ^,/w ) for mobile / is:
J  PO C iA pilo t
'  R O C \„ u „ -R O C ,„ u .,.m ^  '
^  A jnlotpm n j
(6.7)
Api lo i,m ïn
where = S  _  RO C  ^' A p ilo t,max ^ A p i l o t , m m  a n d  ^—R O C ^ , i i ,u  „ii,i ~ ^ ^ R O C
are the maximum and minimum softer handover margin 
variation factors corresponding to POC^„/„u„ü.r and POC^„/r,u,„„ respectively. and
^ P O C Ai)ilot,min are design parameters and the relationship between and is
shown in Figure 6-11.
6.2.1.3 P ro p o sed  M obiles’ T ravelling  Speeds an d  D irection A dap tive S o fte r H an d o v er 
A lgorithm s fo r  H A PS U M TS 
Two adaptive algorithms for HAPS UMTS are proposed in this paper. For the first adaptive 
algorithm  (A D Sl), only the add margin is adaptable. A mobile with a larger POC^;,w will have a 
higher add margin as com pared to mobile having a smaller POCj^„w. The drop margin remains 
unchanged regardless of the values of Hence, for A D S l, the add and drop margins for
m obile i can be written as:
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^ a d d ,a d a p t ^ add Apilot
(6 .8)
_  X
^ d r o p ,a d a p t ^ d w p
(6.9)
where and are the add and drop margins used for the conventional non- adaptive SHO
algorithm  as explained in Section 3.4.2. For the second adaptive algorithm (ADS2), both add and 
drop margins are adaptable and each mobile is assigned with individual add and drop margins 
according to its ADS2 ensures that a mobile having a larger has a higher add
margin and a lower drop margin as compared to a mobile having smaller ROC^,ii,„. The add and 
drop margins of ADS2 for mobile i are;
^ a d d , adap t ^ a d d  ^  A pilot
(6 .10)
^ d ro p ,a d a p t ^ d r o p  ^  A pilo t
(6 .11)
^-ROC^iiot
S _ R O C ^ ilo t, max
ROC^ilot^min
Apilot,max
O C i^iot^min
ROC^HqI
Figure 6-11: Softer handover margin variation factor vs. R O C ^uot
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6.2.2 Simulation Model
We evaluate and compare the performances o f A D S l, ADS2 and NADS under the following
simulation conditions;
6.2.2.1 HAPS System M odel
A HAPS carrying a W CDM A communications payload and a multi-beam  phased array antenna 
with beam/gain shaping capability is positioned at an altitude o f 22 km in the stratosphere. It 
projects spot beams on the ground within the service area in a pattern similar to that created by a
traditional cellular system to provide mobile com munications services. Any residual pointing 
error due to the movement o f the HAPS is assumed to be com pensated by appropriate station 
keeping mechanisms or by steering the beams electronically [2], The antenna radiation pattern 
used for cell projection has a sharp roll off of 60 dB/decade and conforms to the specifications 
proposed in [2]. The gain at cell boundaries is taken to be -1 3  dB with respect to the maximum 
main lobe gain (G„,)-
6.2.2.2 Cell M odel
The simulation area consists o f 19 cells located near the nadir that are approximated to be equally 
sized and circular in shape. W ith G,„ = 36.7 dB, the cells projected on the ground have a radius 
o f 1 km. The base stations are assumed to transmit only the CPICH and traffic channels. The 
transm it power for the CPICH is fixed at 33 dBm. The base station maximum output power is set 
at 42 dBm  and the channel power limit is set at 30 dBm.
Ô.2.2.3 Traffic M odel
32 kbps real tim e speech service is considered. Calls are generated according to a Poisson process 
with a mean call duration o f 120 s. The speech service is modelled as an on-off model, with an 
activity factor o f 0.5.
6.2.2.4 M obility M odel
A newly generated call is assigned a uniformly distributed random location in the simulation area. 
Each mobile arriving to the system chooses the base station that provides the best link gain as its 
serving base station. The initial speed of a new user is generated by the uniform  distribution U[50 
km/h, 120 km/h] and is assumed to remain unchanged throughout the call. The initial direction of 
a new user is generated by the uniform  distribution f/[0°, 360°]. A  mobile will travel an average 
distance of 2 km  before changing its travelling direction. The new direction is generated by a 
uniform  distribution U[-45°, 45°] with reference to the old direction.
6. A/gonVA/^ y.s' /r;r AMP5'
6.2 2.5 D ow nlink Pow er C ontro l M odel
In a CDM A system, increasing the transm itter power lesults in better signal quality but at the 
same time, increases the interferences o f other links in the system. Hence, to m axim ise the 
num ber o f supported terminals in a CDM A system, it is important to select the transmission 
power appropriately for each individual link [54].
Assum e that there are g  active links in the HAPS service area indexed by / where 1 < / < g . 
M obiles that are in softer handover mode will have active links from more than one base station 
depending on the number of base stations in the m obiles' active set. Let us use the following 
vector notation to denote all the downlink transmission powers allocated to the active links:
p =  [ /? ,,p ... .,P g ]^  (6.12)
Let and / denote the cells providing links i and ^  respectively, and let %  and represent the 
base stations serving cells and / respectively as shown in Figure 6-12. First, let us assum e that 
the signal transmitted via link i from to the mobile terminal is received correctly so that the
received 5"// ,^ y . , is greater than or equal to a given target value, /  . W ith these assumptions, the
constraint on the received SIR at the evaluating mobile is given by
^  , (6-13)
r , - Q
' Z s i l P j + n ,
y=i
yA
where g,/ is the link gain to the evaluating mobile from  the base station (B5/) that provides link y 
and is the link gain on the desired path of link i from the serving base station (BS^) [55]. /z, 
denotes the interference received at the mobile from background noise and control signals 
including pilots when evaluating link z. The instantaneous link gain to the evaluating m obile from 
the base station (BS/) providing link y can be written as
where G(y///) is the antenna gain evaluated at the angle under which the evaluating m obile is seen 
from  the antenna boresight of the base station (BS/) that provides link/  L,/ is the path loss between 
the evaluating mobile and the base station (B5/) that provides link y . denotes the shadowing 
level corresponding to this path.
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For the case where the evaluating mobile is in softer handover, this mobile will receive the same 
information from more than one base station, i.e., having more than one active link. Assume that 
the phase o f signals transmitted from the different base stations involved in the softer handover 
can be aligned before combining [58]. Then the received SIR at the output of the MRC of the 
evaluating mobile is given by:
/  = ' ^ y . > y '  (6.15)
where D  is the set o f active links from the base stations that the evaluating mobile receives the 
same information from. Hence, each link that is connected to a mobile that is in softer handover
mode will now be required to provide a target transmit quality requirement lower than y  .
Consider the case where the evaluating mobile is involved in softer handover with only two base 
stations, BSi  and BSj,  that provide the two active links, link 1 and link 2 respectively. Then, the 
received SIR at the MRC of the evaluating mobile can be written as
+  y  2 (6 16)
where y, and ^he received SIRs at the evaluating mobile from link 1 and link 2
respectively. M obiles that are not in softer handover mode with connection to only link z and will 
have the target transmit quality requirement set to y  . For mobiles that are in softer handover, two 
links (links 1 and 2) to two separate base stations are established and there is a need to estimate 
the transm ission quality requirement for each individual link, i.e., and y ' j , where
+ 2^ = X  (6.17)
Figure 6-13 shows the interference geometry when the evaluating mobile is in softer handover 
mode, g,/ will be denoted as g// and g;/ when evaluating links 1 and 2 respectively. From (6.13),
we know that
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ri
^ iiP i (6.18)
Q
1
y=2
and
^22^2
Y ^ g v P j  +>h
j=i
y?t2
(6.19)
Let us assum e that when a mobile is in softer handover, the base stations in the m obile’s active set 
will transm it an equal amount of signal power to the mobile [56][57], i.e., P \ =  P 2 - W e also 
assume that the interferences received at the evaluating mobile for the two links that are involved 
in softer handover are approximately equal under normal loading conditions. Then, by solving 
(6.18) and (6.19) for /?, and pg setting p, = /?2 , we get the following:
(6.20)
^22 ^11
Substituting 7 2 = 7  ~ 7 \  into (6.20) and solving for , we get
&11
^11 +&22
Ï (6.21)
Replacing y, and with X  and X , we obtain the target transmission quality requirem ent for 
link 1 for the evaluating mobile when in softer handover:
X g ll
^11 + ^22
7 (6 .22)
Similarly, we can obtain the target transmission quality requirem ent for link 2 for the evaluating 
m obile when in softer handover:
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Ï2
^22
,^11 + ^ 2 2
r (6.23)
The ratio ^22
^11 + ^22
and &11
&11 + ^22
can be established based on the received E //o  o f the
pilots transmitted from BSj  and BS\.
Next, if we define the g  x g  normalised downlink gain matrix H = [hi,] with elements
r\
S  ik
i = j
(6.24)
and the 6  X 1 norm alised noise vector r\ = [r}i] with rj, = X  we can express the Q linear
S  ik
inequalities given in (6.13) as
(I -  H)p > q (6.25)
where I denotes the g  x g  identity matrix [54]. Note that k  and I are not independent variables, 
but are dependent on i and j  respectively [55].
For mobiles that are not involved in any softer handover and only have connections to link i, 
X in (6.24) is set to /  . However, for mobiles that are in softer handover mode and are receiving
the same information from  more than one link, the yj of each link will be com puted according to 
the approach described above.
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Figure 6-12: HAPS interference geometry when mobile not in softer handover
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Figure 6-13: HAPS interference geometry when mobile is in softer handover with and B S i
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6.2.2.6 Centralised Transmit Power Based Call Admission Control
Centralised transmit power based call admission control is implemented, where calls are only 
allowed to enter the network provided that in maintaining the E,//o requirement, i.e. (E/y/o)f/,n v/K,/(/ 
of the new and existing calls, there is a non-negative power vector that accommodates the new 
mobile, and that the output powers of all base stations in the service area do not exceed their 
respective limits [38]. This power vector can be found by solving (6.25). Furthermore, each 
forward link channel output power should not exceed an allowable limit. Otherwise, the call is 
blocked. Similar conditions are applied when adding a new base station to the mobile's active set 
(softer handover mode). The softer handover request will be denied if the above conditions are not 
met and mobiles will continue to try to execute the softer handover process in the subsequent time 
step as long as the mobiles' add margins meet the softer handover criteria. When a mobile is in 
softer handover mode, we assume that all the base stations in the mobile's active set will transmit 
approximately equal amounts of power to the mobile [56],[57]. Fast fading is assumed to be 
averaged out due to its short correlation length and is not considered in our evaluation. M received 
samples o f E/Zo are averaged over a rectangular window before being compared with the softer 
handover margins. Due to link variations caused by the mobility o f the mobiles and/or varying 
channel and traffic conditions, even if no new mobiles are admitted, a feasible power vector might 
not be found at a particular instant. In this case, a simple step-wise removal algorithm is used to 
identify one by one the mobiles having the worst link gain conditions to be outaged (i.e., have 
their downlink traffic channels switched off) until the required E^Hq value is achieved in the 
rem aining links [38]. A mobile that is in outage continuously for 1 s will be dropped.
6.2.2.7 Sim ulation Parameters
The simulation parameters are summarised in 
Table 6-3.
Table 6-3: Simulation parameters used for the evaluation of the speed and direction adaptive softer
handover algorithms.
Parameter Value
Radio access WCDMA
Chip rate 3.84 Mcps
Speech service bit rate 32 kbps
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Parameter Value
Max. base station output power 42 dBm
Max. traffic channel output power 30 dBm
CPICH transmit power 33 dBm
M obile speed 50-120 km/h
Simulation time step 0.5 s
M  (averaging number) 8
Active set size 2
(E // /o ) t l ir e s h o ld 7d B
A T  (adding, dropping and replacing a link) 2.5 s
2d B
^clrop 5dB
S _ R  0  C ^ ,j  /of, max 1 dB
^—P  0  C ^ jjio t, min -1 dB
6.2.2.S Perform ance M easures
The perform ance indicators used to evaluate the softer handover algorithms are;
• Q uality o f service:
o New call blocking probability (Ph): The probability that a new user is denied 
access to the network by the call admission control mechanism, 
o Call dropping rate (Pj): The rate at which ongoing calls are dropped from the 
network due to the calls being outaged continuously for more than 1 s.
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o Grade of service (GoS): GoS = P/, + 10 Pj. A larger weighting factor is given to 
the dropping rate as it is much more annoying for a mobile to lose an ongoing call 
than to be denied access to the network.
•  Resource utilisation:
o Mean active set number: The average number o f base stations in a mobile's active 
set throughout its call duration, 
o Active set update rate: The average number of updates (add, drop or link
replacement) in a m obile 's active set per second.
6.2.3 Performance Comparison
The antenna gains evaluated between 0.6 km and 1 km (where softer handover is normally 
initiated and executed) is used to determine and Any values
that are larger than or smaller than are fixed at and
respectively. The performances o f A D S l, ADS2 and NADS are evaluated using the
HAPS system  level sim ulator and the results are shown in Figure 6-14 to Figure 6-18.
Among the three algorithms, NADS gives the worst quality of service. This is because NADS
adds base stations to the fast speed mobiles' active sets later than the adaptive algorithms. Since 
fast speed mobiles move towards the cell edge where interference is most severe very quickly, if 
these mobiles are not in softer handover mode, base stations will need to transmit higher powers 
to these mobiles in order to maintain their received Ei/Io requirement. This will result in the 
system being unable to meet the power requirements, with traffic channels' and base stations' 
output powers reaching their respective limits. Furthermore, since NADS allows slow speed 
mobiles to add an additional base station to their active sets earlier than the adaptive algorithms, 
the mean active set num ber for NADS is higher than the mean active set numbers for the adaptive 
algorithms. This means that NADS will utilise more pow er resources leading to new calls being 
blocked and existing calls being removed from the network. In contrast, the proposed adaptive 
softer handover algorithms allow mobiles travelling at higher speeds to initiate the SHO earlier 
and mobiles travelling at slow er speeds to initiate the softer handover process later so that after 
the duration of AT, all the mobiles with different travelling speeds and directions will be able to 
add the second base station to their respective active sets at about the same distance away from 
the cell centre. Hence, a m ore uniform  quality of service for all mobiles can be achieved with less 
resource utilisation.
Com paring the two adaptive algorithms, ADS2 has a slightly higher mean active set num ber than 
A D S l. This is likely due to A DS2 dropping the weaker base stations in the slow speed m obiles'
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active sets later than A D S l. Since slow speed mobiles will not be able to move out of outage 
conditions as quickly as the high speed mobiles after the weaker base stations are being removed 
from their active sets, it might be more beneficial to drop the weaker base stations in the slow  
speed mobiles' active sets slightly later. This will ensure that the slow speed mobiles can have 
good link quality with their serving base stations once the weaker base stations are removed from 
their active sets and prevent the system from reaching the traffic channels' and base stations' 
output power limits. As a result, ADS2 is able to achieve better f a n d  f^  as compared to ADS 1 
as shown in Figure 6-14 and Figure 6-15. We also note that the active set update rates obtained 
using A D Sl and ADS2 is comparable to that obtained using NADS.
6.2.4 Discussion
The following conclusions can be drawn based on the results o f this study:
• The proposed adaptive softer handover algorithm  can be effectively implemented due to 
the unique HAPS interference property. However, these algorithms will not be suitable 
for terrestrial tower-based UMTS. The proposed adaptive algorithms are simple to 
implement since information on the received EJIq values from the m obile’s serving base 
station and the neighbouring base stations are readily available.
• By adjusting the softer handover margins dynamically to the m obiles’ travelling speeds 
and directions, a better system performance can be achieved. The proposed adaptive 
algorithms outperform the conventional non-adaptive softer handover algorithm in both 
quality of service and resource utilisation.
• A lthough ADS2 can achieve a much better performance in terms of quality of service as 
compared to A D S l, it will result in more resources being utilised. Furthermore, A D S2 is 
also more complex to implement as compared to A D S l.
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Figure 6-14: Blocking probability comparison between non-adaptive and adaptive schemes
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Figure 6-15: Call dropping rate comparison between non-adaptive and adaptive schemes
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Figure 6-16: G o S  comparison between non-adaptive and adaptive schemes
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Figure 6-17: Mean active set number comparison between non-adaptive and adaptive schemes
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Figure 6-18: Active set update rate comparison between non-adaptive and adaptive schemes
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6.3 Adaptive Softer Handover Algorithms for HAPS UMTS with 
Onboard Power Resource Sharing
In HAPS UMTS, it is possible for all base stations to share the downlink output power resource 
available onboard the platform since all the base stations' transmit antenna beams originate from 
the same phased array antenna onboard the platform [2],[22]. Reference [38] has shown that by
sharing the power onboard the platform among all base stations, we can utilise the lim ited power 
resource onboard the HAPS more effectively. The downlink power resource onboard the HAPS is 
shared between the signalling channels and traffic channels of all the base stations. Signalling 
channels are normally transmitted with a fixed power whereas the powers utilised by the forward 
link traffic channels vary due to the forward link power control algorithm implemented. Pow er 
control is required to ensure that all traffic channels transmit a minimum amount o f pow er to meet 
the mobiles' received requirements. The downlink output power used by each base station 
varies according to the traffic density in each cell, traffic distribution, propagation channel and 
traffic activity. For a terrestrial CDM A system, it is suggested in [27] that the system  perform ance 
can be im proved if the soft handover thresholds o f the mobiles are allowed to vary dynam ically 
according to the traffic density of each cell. The traffic density of the cell can be determ ined by 
the downlink output power of the base station serving the cell. For HAPS UM TS, since all base 
stations share a central pool of downlink output power, it is theoretically possible for any base 
station to utilise up to the maximum output power that is available for the traffic channels onboard 
the HAPS ( ) as long as all the mobiles in the service area meet their respective received EiJIq
requirem ents [38]. Hence, there is a need to determ ine the range of base station dow nlink output 
powers within which adaptive softer handover algorithm can be applied effectively so as to 
optimise the system  performance.
In this section, an adaptive softer handover algorithm for HAPS UMTS with onboard power 
resource sharing is proposed. The algorithm uses both the information on the platform 's downlink 
output pow er and individual base stations’ downlink output powers utilised by the traffic channels 
to dynam ically adjust the m obiles' softer handover add margins {ôadd) and drop margins 
Using the HAPS UMTS dynamic system level simulator, we evaluate and com pare the 
perform ances of the proposed adaptive softer handover algorithm and the conventional UMTS 
softer handover algorithm  in terms of quality o f service and resource utilisation.
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6.3.1 Proposed Adaptive Softer Handover Algorithm for HAPS UMTS
6.3.1.1 Base Station Loading Factor (Sbs)
The conventional softer handover algorithm uses fixed values for and In our proposed 
softer handover algorithm, and of the mobiles are adjusted dynamically according to the 
loading conditions of their serving base stations. Depending on the downlink output power o f the 
base station utilised by the traffic channels, a base station loading factor is added to the fixed 
handover margins to obtain the adaptive handover margins for the mobiles connected to the base 
station. for all the mobiles that are connected to base station y (B5'/) can be written as:
a
(6.26)
where or = and and are the maximum and minimum base
station loading factors. %  is the current downlink output power of utilised by the traffic 
channels and is the maximum base station output power that and of the mobiles 
served by B5) will be dynamically adapted to. If %  > , %  will be Bxed at
and are design parameters that will affect the adaptive ranges for both softer handover add and 
drop margins. The relationship between Sbs and is shown in Figure 6-19.
cm in
Figure 6-19: Base station traffic loading factor vs. base station output power
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6.3.1.2 P roposed  A daptive S ofter H andover A lgorithm
In our proposed algorithm, the system checks the current total platform downlink output power 
utilised by the traffic channels (Ppg). If Pg/r exceeds a percentage /) of the m obiles' softer 
handover add and drop margins will be adjusted dynamically according to the loading conditions 
o f m obiles' serving base stations. If Ppg is less than or equal to fixed softer handover
margins of and are used, i.e., conventional non-adaptive softer handover algorithm  is 
applied. The softer handover add margin of the mobiles served by the y can be written as:
IfPgg>yg/^T
M u i d + H s  forO<P^,<PHi (6.27)
U . , . ,  +  for pH's < PHs < P p r
else
(6.28)
M obiles that are in softer handover mode and are served by two base stations with P6", being the 
weakest base station in their active sets will have their drop margins dynamically adapted to the 
traffic loading condition of The drop margin of the mobiles having as the weakest base 
station in their active set can be written as:
\ S d r „ p - S H s  for 0 < P H s <  pH's (6.29)
S-.rM up, _  ^max p ' .  <  <  / > - x
else
where and are the add and drop margins used for the conventional softer handover 
algorithm. Note that when Pgg is less than or equal to , the softer handover process can be
executed faster since fixed softer handover margins are used and checks on the base stations' 
d o w n lin k  ou tp u t p o w e r s  are n ot required . /? is a lso  a d e s ig n  parameter. T h e proposed a d ap tive  
softer handover algorithm allows a more loaded cell to handover mobiles to the neighbouring less
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loaded cells more easily and is able to achieve a more balanced traffic among all cells in the
service area.
6.3.2 Simulation Models
We evaluate and compare the performances of non-adaptive and proposed adaptive softer 
handover algorithms using the same simulation conditions stated in Section 6.2.2 except the
following:
6.3.2.1 Cell M odel
The sim ulation area consists o f 19 cells located near the nadir that are approximated to be equally 
sized and circular in shape. W ith G„ = 36.7 dB, the cells projected on the ground have radii of 1 
km. The base stations are assumed to transm it only the CPICH and traffic channels. The transmit 
pow er for the CPICH is fixed at 33 dBm. The maximum platform downlink output pow er is set to 
49.8 dBm  and the channel power limit is set to 30 dBm.
6.3.2.2 M obility M odel
A newly generated call is assigned a uniformly distributed random location in the sim ulation area. 
Each m obile arriving to the system chooses the base station that provides the best link gain as its 
serving base station. The speed of the mobiles is fixed at 50 km/h and is assum ed to remain 
unchanged throughout the call. The initial direction o f a new user is generated by the uniform  
distribution t/[0°, 360°]. A mobile will travel an average distance of 2 km before changing its 
travelling direction. The new direction is generated by a uniform distribution U[-45°, 45°] with 
reference to the old direction.
6.3.2.3 Centralised Call Admission Control with Onboard Power Resource Sharing M odel
Centralised transm it power based call admission control is implemented, where calls are only 
allowed to enter the network provided that in m aintaining the EiJIo requirement, i.e. (Ehllo)threshoid 
o f the new and existing calls, a non-negative power vector that accommodates the new  mobile can 
be found by solving (6.25), and that the output power of the platform does not exceed the platform 
limit [38]. Furthermore, each forward link channel output power should not exceed an allowable 
limit. O therwise, the call is blocked. Sim ilar conditions are applied when adding a new BS to the 
m obile’s active set during softer handover. The softer handover request will be denied if the 
above conditions are not met and mobiles will continue to try to execute the softer handover 
process in the subsequent time step as long as the m obiles’ add margins meet the softer handover 
criteria. W hen a m obile is in softer handover mode, we assume that all the base stations in the 
m obile’s active set will transmit approximately equal amounts o f power to the mobile. Fast fading 
is assum ed to be averaged out due to its short correlation length and is not considered in our
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evaluation. M received samples o f E //o  are averaged over a rectangular window before being 
compared with the softer handover margins. Due to link variations caused by the mobility of the 
mobiles and/or varying channel and traffic conditions, even if no new mobiles are admitted, a 
feasible power vector might not be found at a particular instant. In this case, a simple step-wise 
removal algorithm is used to identify one by one the mobiles having the worst link gain 
conditions to be outaged (i.e., have their downlink traffic channels switched off) until the required 
Ey//o value is achieved in the remaining links [38]. A mobile that is in outage continuously for 1 s 
will be dropped.
6 3.2.4 Perform ance M easures
The performance indicators used to evaluate the softer handover algorithms are:
• Quality o f service:
o New call blocking probability (Py,): The probability that a new user is denied
access to the network by the call admission control mechanism, 
o Call dropping rate (Pj): The rate at which ongoing calls are dropped from the 
network due to the calls being outaged continuously for more than 1 s. 
o Grade o f service (GoS): GoS = Ph + 10 P^. A  larger weighting factor is given to 
the dropping rate as it is much more annoying for a mobile to lose an ongoing call 
than to be denied access to the network.
•  Resource utilisation:
o M ean active set number: The average number of base stations in a m obile’s active 
set throughout its call duration, 
o Active set update rate: The average number of updates (add, drop or link
replacem ent) in a m obile’s active set per second.
6.3.2.S Sim ulation Param eters
The simulation parameters are summarised in Table 6-4.
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Table 6-4: Simulation parameters used for the evaluation of the proposed adaptive softer handover 
algorithm for HAPS UMTS with onboard power resource sharing
Param eter Value
Radio access WCDMA
Chip rate 3.84 Mcps
Speech service bit rate 32 kbps
(P///o) threshold 7d B
M obile speed 50 km/h
Max. platform  power for traffic channels 5 W x  19 = 95 W or
49.8 dBm
M ax. traffic channel output power 30 dBm
CPICH transm it power 33 dBm
Sim ulation time step 0.5 s
M  (averaging number) 8
A T  (adding, dropping and replacing a 
link)
2.5 s
Active set size 2
^add 3dB
Sdrop 5d B
cm ax
^BS 0.5 dB
cm in
^BS -0.5 dB
Grp 36.7 dB
6.3.3 Performance Comparison
Using a HAPS UMTS dynamic system level simulator, we evaluate and com pare the 
perform ances o f the proposed adaptive softer handover algorithm and the conventional softer 
handover algorithm for HAPS UMTS. For the adaptive softer handover algorithm, we fix y^at 0 % 
and vary from  7.5 W  to 12.5 W  with an incremental step size of 2.5 W. Next, we set Pg* =
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10 W and y^  = 50 %. The different settings of and y^  used in the evaluations are summarised 
in Table 6-5 and the results obtained are presented in Figure 6-20 to Figure 6-24.
For the range o f traffic loads evaluated, the proposed adaptive softer handover algorithm 
outperforms the conventional softer handover algorithm in terms o f blocking probability, call 
dropping rate and grade of service for all the parameter sets listed in Table 6-5. It is observed that 
we are able to achieve the best quality of service with = 10 W and /? = 0 %. It is also noted
that if is reduced from 10 W to 7.5 W or increased from 10 W to 12.5 W, the qualities of 
service are degraded. Also, at lower Erlangs of traffic loading per cell, the system performance 
achieved is better with = 7.5 W than with = 12.5 W. This is because with low traffic
loading, the base station output power is generally quite low and hence, it is more optimum  to
have a lower value. When is Exed at 10 W and increased to 50 %, the quality o f service
achieved is much worse than that obtained with / /  = 0 %. However, with a higher y5, when Ppf is
below or equal to y^  , the handover process can be executed faster because Exed softer
handover margins are used and checks on the individual base station output powers are not 
required.
From  the resource utilisation point of view, a lower value will result in higher resource 
utilisation. Figure 6-23 and Figure 6-24 clearly show that with = 7.5 W, the MASN and
M ASUR are the highest. Also, it is noted that as increases to 50 %, the M ASN for the proposed
adaptive softer handover algorithm  is higher than the MASN for the conventional softer handover 
algorithm at higher trafEc loading.
6.3.4 Discussion
From this work, the following conclusions can be drawn:
• To optimise the system performance for a HAPS UMTS with onboard resource sharing, 
there is a need to determine the range of base station downlink output powers within 
which adaptive softer handover algorithm can be applied effectively.
• The proposed adaptive softer handover algorithm for HAPS UMTS with onboard 
resource power sharing allows the traffic loading among all cells to be more uniformly 
distributed. Hence, the performance achieved using the proposed algorithm outperforms 
that obtained using the conventional softer handover algorithm.
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To maximise the performance gain, the optimum values o f the design parameters
and (}) for the proposed adaptive softer handover have to be chosen appropriately by 
trading off between the performances in quality of service and resource utilisation.
Table 6-5: Parameters used for the performance evaluation of the proposed adaptive softer handover
algorithms
Param eter
set
yg(%)
#1 7.5 0
#2 10 0
#3 12.5 0
#4 10 50
0.06
Conventional SHO algorithm
0.05
P ^  = 10W ,^ = 0% 
=12.5 W ,^ = 0%
0.04
XI
X3
Û. 0.03
O)c
0.02
0.01
2321.5
Traffic Load (Erlangs)
22.520.519.5
Figure 6-20: Blocking probability for different param eter sets
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Conventional SHO Algorithm
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_ P%"_=10W. j8 = 50%
m
CL
CL
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Figure 6-21: Call dropping rate for different parameter sets
Conventional SHO Algorithm
0.12
PT_ = 10W,)9 = 0%
P ^ = 1 2 .5 W ,^  = 0%
... P^- = 10W, ^ = 50%
0.1
■ o  0.06
0.04
0.02  -
19.5 20 20.5
Traffic Load (Erlangs)
21.5 22 22.519 23
Figure 6-22: Grade of service for different parameter sets
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Figure 6-23: Mean active set number for different parameter sets
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Figure 6-24: Mean active set update rate for different parameter sets
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In Ibis chapter, we have evaluated the performance o f the conventional fixed threshold UMTS 
softer handover algorithm for HAPS UMTS using different sets o f add and drop margins. The set 
of add and drop margins that gives the best system performance for the range o f traffic loading 
that we are interested in is identified. We have also shown that in HAPS UMTS, it is not 
necessary to have an active set size of more than 2.
We have also proposed two adaptive softer handover algorithms for HAPS UMTS formulated 
based on the unique HAPS interference property. The proposed algorithms adjust the softer 
handover add and drop margins dynamically according to the rate o f change o f the difference 
between the received E //o  from a mobile's serving base station and the strongest received 
from its neighbouring base stations Simulation results show that the proposed adaptive
softer handover algorithms outperform the conventional non-adaptive softer handover algorithms.
Finally, we have proposed an adaptive softer handover algorithm  for a HAPS UM TS with 
onboard pow er resource sharing. This algorithm makes use o f the centralised HAPS platform  
loading and individual base station loading conditions to adjust the softer handover margins 
dynamically. Sim ulation results show that by selecting the design parameters o f the proposed 
softer handover algorithm  appropriately, we are able to m axim ise the system performance.
The adaptive softer handover algorithms proposed are formulated based on the unique 
characteristics o f HAPS UMTS that have been identified in Chapter 3. These algorithms may not 
be applicable to other systems such as terrestrial tower-based UMTS or satellite UMTS. For a non 
geostationary HAPS platform  such as flying aircraft, “fine tuning” of the algorithms m ight be 
required.
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Chapter 7
7 Inter-system Handover Algorithms for 
HAPS/tower-based Overlay UMTS
In this chapter, we describe a potential scenario that HAPS UMTS will be deployed together with 
terrestrial tower-based UMTS with HAPS UMTS providing continuous macrocell coverage and 
tower-based UMTS providing selected areas o f hot spot coverage. Under such a deployment 
scenario, inter-system handover (between HAPS UMTS and tower-based UM TS) is an important 
issue as it has a direct impact on the system performance, i.e., quality o f service and signalling 
loads. Three inter-system  handover algorithms for HAPS/tower-based overlay UM TS are 
proposed. The proposed algorithms dynamically adjust the inter-system handover hysteresis 
m argin according to the centralised HAPS platform  loading, the serving tower-based microcell 
loading or the difference between the two. W e will show that the proposed algorithms provide 
improved system performance in terms of grade of service with slight increases in handover rate 
as com pared to that obtained using the reference algorithm.
7.1 Introduction to Handover in HAPS/tower-based Overlay UMTS
It is expected that the cell sizes for UMTS (3G) and beyond 3G systems will be small because 
high data rate services needs to be supported. Hence, it is envisaged that disjoint microcells and 
macrocells are expected to coexist in the cellular system  with microcells providing hot spot 
coverage and macrocells providing continuous coverage to bridge the islands of microcells. 
D uring the initial rollout of the 3G services, the 2G system  (GSM ) will likely be used to provide 
the macrocell coverage if the satellite component o f the UMTS (S-UMTS) or other more 
innovative ways o f delivering 3G services are not available. HAPS UM TS has been identified as 
one o f the potential systems that is able to provide the macrocell coverage and effectively link the 
islands o f terrestrial tower-based microcells so as to maxim ise the system  capacity and minim ise 
the infrastructure cost [59].
An overlay system is a hierarchical architecture that uses large macrocells to overlay clusters of 
small microcells. As explained in Section 5.3.2.2, to maximise the system capacity, it is preferred
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to use different frequency carriers for different layers. Figure 7-1 shows the four possible 
handover scenarios for a HAPS macrocells/tower-based microcells overlay system:
• M icrocell to microcell handover (Scenario 1): This is an intra-frequency soft handover 
between two microcells of the tower-based UMTS.
• M acrocell to macrocell handover (Scenario 2): This is an intra-frequency softer 
handover between two macrocells of the HAPS UMTS.
• M icrocell to macrocell handover (Scenario 3): This is an inter-frequency hard handover 
between a tower-based microcell and a HAPS macrocell. This will occur when a mobile 
is moving out of the m icrocell’s coverage and the microcell is no longer able to provide a 
good quality link.
• M acrocell to m icrocell handover (Scenario 4): This is an inter-frequency hard handover 
between HAPS macrocell and tower-based microcell. This usually happens when a slow 
speed mobile served by a macrocell moves into a microcell coverage area. Since a slow 
speed mobile will not cause any excessive handovers in the microcell layer, and since 
microcells are able to support a higher capacity, it will be logical for the m obile to be 
handed over from its serving macrocell to the microcell.
An overlay system is more complex than a single layer macrocell or microcell system. Som e of 
the im portant design considerations for an overlay system are summarised below:
• Mobility: High speed mobiles should be connected to macrocells so as to reduce the 
signalling load caused by frequent handovers in microcell layer.
• Quality of service: M obiles should attempt to connect to the microcells since microcells 
can support a higher capacity. Also, overflow mobiles from the microcells layer should be 
served by macrocells and vice versa.
• Resource management: The utilisation of system resources should be optimally
distributed between the macrocell and microcell layers so as to avoid a particular layer
form  being overloaded. This will ensure a uniform quality o f service between the layers.
• H andover requirement: The handover algorithms developed for the overlay system
should also aim to achieve the main objective of the overlay system, i.e., balance the 
loading conditions between the layers and among all cells (macrocells and microcells). 
This can be done by the “cell breathing” [60] approach whereby a heavily loaded cell 
shrinks its size to force some of the mobiles to handover to other cells of the same layer 
or another layer so as to reduce the cell loading. Hence, adaptive handover algorithms will 
be preferred as the handover parameters can be adjusted dynamically according to the cell 
loading. For HAPS UMTS, platform  loading can also be used as one of the design 
parameters of adaptive handover algorithms.
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Figure 7-1: Generic handover scenarios in a HAPS/tower-based overlay system
The majority o f  the previous works on terrestrial tower-based hierarehical cellular systems 
assume that the coverage o f  the macrocells and microcells are both contiuouse over the service 
area [61]-[66]. The handover issues that are being addressed in these works are mainly focussed 
on using the speeds (speed sensitive algorithm) o f the mobiles to decide whether the mobiles 
should remain in the m acrocells/microcells or be handed over to the microcells/macrocells. Since 
the macrocells and microcells are completely overlapped, handover between layers can be 
executed anytime anywhere in the coverage area. The primary objective o f  the works in [61]-[66] 
is to reduce the handover rate or the signalling load o f  the cellular network. Furthermore, to 
improve the quality o f  service, calls that are cannot be serviced by one layer due to resource 
limitation at that layer are allowed to overflow/underflow to the other layer provided the other 
layer has the necessary resources to accommodate the overflow/underflow calls. The resources 
here refer to a fixed num ber o f channels/circuits in each cell. The works conducted in [61]-[65] 
are meant for non-CDM A cellular systems. Only the work carried out in [66] are specifically 
meant for W CDM A systems.
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As explained earlier, the cell sizes for 3G and beyond 3G systems are expected to be much 
smaller than those of the existing 2G systems [9]. Hence, it will be very costly to deploy a 
hierarchical system with the macrocells and microcells completely overlapped. The more cost 
effective method is to deploy a hierarchical system with macrocells providing the necessary 
coverage and microcells to provide additional capacity in selected high user density areas, i.e., hot 
spots, as shown in Figure 7-1. So far, no work has been carried out to address the inter-system 
handover issues in such a deployment scenario for HAPS/tower-based overlay UMTS.
In this work, we propose three adaptive inter-system handover algorithms for HAPS/tower-based
overlay UMTS. The proposed algorithms use the information on the platform  loading and the 
microcell loading to dynamically adjust the inter-system hard handover hysteresis margin (A/f) so
as to balance the loads between layers. This approach is aimed at achieving a better grade of 
service. The performances obtained using the proposed algorithms will be com pared with those 
obtained using the reference non-adaptive inter-system handover algorithm. Since the intra- 
frequency/intra-system  soft and softer handover for HAPS UMTS and terrestrial tower-based 
UMTS have already been addressed in Chapter 6 and [67] respectively, the effort on this work is 
mainly focussed on improving the performance of the inter-system or inter-frequency handover,
i.e., macrocell to microcell or microcell to macrocell handover. Furthermore, to make the analysis 
o f the performances of the proposed inter-system algorithms less com plicated, we will use the 
conventional non-adaptive soft/softer handover algorithm described in Section 3.4.2 for the intra­
frequency soft/softer handovers within the macrocell layer or microcell layer in our evaluation.
7.2 System Model
W e assume that a HAPS carrying a W CDM A communications payload and a m ulti-beam  phased 
array antenna with beam/gain shaping capability is positioned at an altitude of 22 km in the 
stratosphere. It projects spot beams on the ground within the service area in a pattern sim ilar to 
that created by a traditional cellular system to provide mobile communications services. Any 
residual pointing error due to the movement of the HAPS is assumed to be com pensated by 
appropriate station keeping mechanisms or by steering the beams electronically [2]. The antenna 
radiation pattern used for cell projection has a sharp roll off of 60 dB/decade and conforms to the 
specifications proposed in [2]. The gain at cell boundaries is taken to be -1 3  dB with respect to 
the m axim um  main lobe gain (G„,). W e further assume that a cluster of om nidirectional terrestrial 
tower-based microcells is located at the intersection point of the macrocells as shown in Figure 
7-1 to support the high user density areas.
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The power resource available onboard the HAPS platform is centrally pooled and shared among 
all the macrocells [38]. However, for the tower-based microcells, each microcell will be allocated 
a fixed amount of power and this power resource is managed independently. We assume that 
different frequency bands are used for the two layers [66], hence, no interference between the two 
layers is considered. The newly arriving mobile will be directed to the appropriate layer based on 
the speed sensitive algorithm with a speed threshold of t^ /,. Upon arriving at the appropriate layer, 
the system chooses the base station that provides the best link gain as the mobile's serving base 
station. The calls arriving to the overlaying areas that are blocked due to the lack of resources in 
the initial assigned layer are allowed to try to gain admission to the other layer provided that 
resources are available at that layer. We also assume that the system maintains two different sets 
of handover parameters for each mobile, i.e., inter-system hard handover hysteresis margin and 
intra-system soft/softer handover add and drop margins.
7.3 Reference Handover Algorithms for HAPS/tower-based Overlay 
UMTS
The conventional UMTS soft algorithm described in Section 3.4.2 is used for soft handover 
between two microcells and softer handover between two macrocells. Inter-system handover in
the HAPS/tow er-based overlay system refers to inter-frequency handover from HAPS macrocells 
to terrestrial tower-based microcells or vice versa. A non-adaptive inter-system handover 
algorithm  where the hard handover hysteresis margin (AH)  is fixed at a predefined value is used 
as reference for the purpose of performance comparison. W hen the mobiles travel around the 
service area, they will measure the pilots from cells o f the other layer by either by using the 
compressed mode/slotted mode or dual receiver [37]. The reference handover algorithms for the 
various handover scenarios in the HAPS/tower-based overlay UM TS are described below.
• M obiles served  by m acrocells
Considering a mobile that is currently served by a m acrocell y, when the mobile is 
moving around the service area, the following handover events may happen:
o Inter-system  hard handover: If a mobile is travelling at a speed lower than or 
equal to the speed threshold, when the average received E^ /7o from microcell % 
as measured at the mobile terminal is greater than the average
received of macrocell y by a hysteresis margin
continuously for a period of AT, the mobile will be handed over to microcell A: 
provided that there are sufficient resources at microcell % to maintain the
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minimum received E,/7o requirement of all the existing mobiles in the microcells 
and the handover mobile. Any ongoing softer handover process for the mobile in 
the macrocell layer will also be terminated once the mobile is handed over to the 
microcell layer. Otherwise, the mobile will continue to be served by macrocell y.
o Intra-system softer handover: We assume that a mobile has an active set size of
2. Regardless of a mobile's travelling speed, in the event that the average 
received o f another macrocell z J  as measured at the mobile
terminal becomes stronger than ((E,/yo)m«cm.)) minus a margin (add margin)
continuously for a period of AT, the softer handover process will start by adding 
the macrocell z to the mobile's active set provided that there are sufOcient 
resources to maintain the minimum received Et/7o requirement o f all the existing
mobiles in the macrocells.
The softer handover process is ended by removing the weakest macrocell from 
the active set when the average received o f the link provided by the weakest 
macrocell drops below the average received E //o  o f the strongest macrocell
minus a margin (drop margin) continuously for a period o f AT.
M obiles served by microcells
Considering a mobile that is currently served by a microcell x. When the m obile is 
moving around the service area, the following handover events may happen;
o Inter-system hard handover: Assume that macrocell y is the macrocell that 
provides the strongest received E/7o ((E(/fo)m«cm,)) to the mobile. Consider a 
mobile travelling at a speed higher than the speed threshold, v,/,. The mobile will 
be handed over from microcell x to the macrocell y, provided that there are 
sufficient resources to maintain the minimum received Ei/Iq requirement, 
(Eyio)f/,rMW(/, o f all the existing mobiles in the macrocells and the handover 
mobile. The attempt to handover the mobile from microcell x to macrocell y is 
carried out regardless of the value of ((E./yo)»,,,, ,^,)) since it is more beneficial for a 
high speed mobile to be handled by the macrocells.
For a mobile travelling at a speed lower than or equal to the speed threshold, Vf,„ 
if the (E(/yo)„,„,^ ,,y is greater than the average received E^ /^Zo o f the microcell x
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((E//o)»„.mJ by a handover hysteresis margin ( ) continuously for a period
of AT, the mobile will be handed over to macrocell y provided that there are 
sufficient resources at macrocell layer to maintain the minimum received Ey/o 
requirement of all the existing mobiles in the macrocells and the handover 
mobile. Otherwise, the mobile will continue to be served by the microcell x. The 
call will be dropped if the received E,/7o measured at the mobile terminal remains 
lower than (E//yo),/,rf.y/,„w continuously for a fixed period o f time.
o Intra-system soft handover - The conventional UMTS soft handover algorithm  
is used for handover between two microcells. Sim ilar to the case for the macrocell 
layer, the soft handover process is ended either when the weakest microcell is 
being removed form the mobile's active set or an inter-system handover is 
executed. For example, if the average received E^ /7o o f another microcell w 
((E,/yo)„,„r»,») as measured at the mobile terminal becomes stronger than
((E,/yo)m/(m.v) minus a margin (add margin) continuously for a period o f AT,
the softer handover process will start to add the microcell u to the mobile's active 
set provided that there are sufficient resources to maintain the minimum received 
Eh/Io requirement of all the existing mobiles in the microcells.
Figure 7-2 and Figure 7-3 summarise the reference handover algorithm for the HAPS/tower-based 
overlay system for mobiles served by macrocells and microcells respectively. The removal of a 
base station from the mobile's active set during soft/softer handover is not included in the figures.
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Figure 7-2: The reference handover algorithm for mobiles served by HAPS macrocells
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Figure 7-3: The reference handover algorithm for mobiles served by tower-based microcells
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7.4 Proposed Inter-system Handover Algorithms for HAPS/tower- 
based Overlay UMTS
As discussed in Section 6.3, it is possible for all base stations of HAPS UMTS to share the limited 
downlink output power resource available onboard the platform since all the base stations’ 
transmit antenna beams originate from the same phased array antenna onboard the platform. In 
this HAPS/tower-based overlay system, we assume that the power available onboard the platform 
is shared by all the HAPS ‘s base stations, i.e., power will be allocated to base stations depending 
on their demands. However, for the tower-based microcells, a fixed amount of downlink power is 
allocated to each base station. W e further assume that the tower-based UMTS is regularly updated 
with the current HAPS platform  downlink output power.
The reference inter-system handover algorithm uses fixed handover hysteresis margins (AH). In 
our proposed inter-system handover algorithms, each mobile will have an individual AH value 
that is adjusted dynamically according to one of the following information:
• The loading condition o f the serving microcell.
• The loading condition of the HAPS platform.
• The difference in loading between the serving microcell and the HAPS platform.
Different inter-system  handover algorithms can be designed based on different methods of 
adapting the value of AH.
7.4.1 Inter-system Handover Algorithm for Mobiles Served by HAPS
Macrocells
For the mobiles that are handing down from macrocells to microcells, the AH  values o f the 
mobiles are adjusted dynamically according to the loading condition at the HAPS platform, i.e., 
total platform downlink power used. Depending on the downlink output power o f the platform 
utilised by the traffic channels, a HAPS platform loading factor {Ôpf) is added to the fixed 
handover hysteresis margin to obtain the adaptive handover hysteresis margin. For mobiles that 
are served by HAPS system, Ôpp can be written as:
r p  ^ (7.1)
P F
3  max 
P F
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im possible to take into consideration the loading condition of the microcells when adapting the 
handover hysteresis margin. This is because there are seven microcells that are potentially capable 
of accepting mobiles that are handed over from the macrocell layer. These microcells are being 
allocated a fixed amount of power. The allocated power cannot be shared between the m icrocells’ 
base stations because the base stations are geographically separated and each base station have 
their own specific traffic loading condition. As the mobiles that are handing over from  macrocells 
to m icrocells do not have any prior knowledge on which microcell they will be handed over to, 
microcell loading cannot be used for adapting the handover hysteresis margin.
7.4.2 Inter-system Handover Algorithm for Mobiles Served by Tower-based 
Microcells
For mobiles that are currently served by the microcells, we propose three possible methods of 
adapting the inter-system handover hysteresis margin:
• A lgorithm  1 -  The inter-system handover hysteresis margin of the mobiles that are 
served by the tower-based UMTS is adjusted dynamically according to the loading 
conditions o f their serving base stations. The downlink base station power utilised by the 
traffic channels {Pb^  can be used to determine a base station’s loading condition. 
Depending on the downlink output power o f the serving base station utilised by the traffic 
channels, a base station loading factor {Ôbs) is added to the fixed handover hysteresis 
m argin to obtain the adaptive handover hysteresis margin for mobiles connected to the 
base station. 8bs for all the mobiles that are served by microcell j  (microy) can be written 
as:
j ,  m icro j  _  micro
micro j
“bs
nm ax
^BS
(7.3)
min
BS
where and ^ ^ a n d  (^^"are the m axim um  and
m inim um  base station loading factors respectively. is the current downlink output
pow er of the base station that serves microcell j .  P^^^  is the maximum base station 
output power that is being allocated for the traffic channels. The relationship between Ôbs 
and Pgs is shown in Figure 7-5.
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Figure 7-5: Base station loading factor vs. serving base station’s downlink output power
In this proposed algorithm, the system checks the current serving base station’s Pbs and 
adjusts the m obile’s inter-system handover hysteresis margin dynamically according to 
P b s - The adaptive hysteresis margin o f the mobiles served by microcell j  can be written 
as:
forO<fg^ (7.4)
where A H  is the inter-system handover hysteresis margin o f the reference algorithm  
used by microcells.
Although this adaptive inter-system algorithm allows a more loaded microcell to 
handover mobiles to the macrocell layer more easily, the loading condition at the 
m acrocell layer is not taken into consideration. This may result in the m acrocell layer 
being overloaded, leading to a degradation of the quality of service.
Algorithm  2 -  If the loading condition of the serving microcell j  is worse than the 
loading condition of the HAPS platform, the inter-system handover hysteresis m argin of 
mobiles that are served by microcell j  is then adjusted dynamically according to the 
downlink output power of the base station that serves microcell j .  However, if the loading 
condition of the serving microcell j  is better than the loading condition o f the HAPS
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platform, the inter-system handover hysteresis margins o f mobiles that are served by 
microcell y are then adjusted dynamically according to the downlink output power o f the 
HAPS platform. Hence, depending on the loading conditions of both the serving
microcell ;  and the HAPS platform, a base station loading factor ( ) or a platform
loading factor is added to the fixed handover hysteresis margin to obtain the
adaptive handover hysteresis margin for the mobiles connected to microcell ). The values 
of and Jpyr used are the same as in (7.4) and (7.1). Hence, the adaptive hysteresis 
margin o f the mobiles served by the microcell y can be written as:
If PF
g.ÿ
n m a xrpF
'gg for
m icro  n m a x
gg gj:
max
g.y
Otherwise
(7.5)
else
AW™‘™ +<5Pf for p  I pp 
otherwise
m acro n  m ax ^  n  ^  n  max 
r D P - 5= Jrpp-  ^  r nPF (7.6)
where and are the minimum loading factors for microcell and platform
respectively. This algorithm takes into consideration both the serving microcell and 
platform  loading conditions. Hence, a more balanced loading between the two layers can 
be achieved as compared to Algorithm 1. Furthermore, we apply the adaptive handover 
algorithm only when the serving microcell and the HAPS platform are reasonably loaded 
(e.g. when the microcell downlink output power and HAPS platform output power are 
more than 50 % of their respective maximum power allocation). Otherwise, the fixed 
handover hysteresis is used. This approach will enhance the quality o f service
for those mobiles that are moving out o f the microcell coverage area by allowing them to 
handover to the macrocell layer earlier when the system is not heavily loaded. However, 
this approach is likely to result in a higher handover rate as compared to Algorithm  1. 
Unlike the handover algorithm used for the mobiles served by macrocells, we are able to 
take the platform  loading into consideration in dynamically adjusting the handover 
hysteresis margin. This is because the power resources at the HAPS platform are centrally 
pooled and are being shared among all macrocells. Hence, there is only a single loading
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condition that the handover algorithm can adapt to, i.e., the loading condition of the 
macrocell layer.
A lgorithm  3 -  Although Algorithm 2 does take into consideration of both the serving 
base station and HAPS platform loading conditions to dynamically adjust the the
difference in magnitude between the serving base station loading and the platform loading 
is not being addressed. If the serving base station is more heavily loaded that the HAPS 
platform, it will be better for the mobile to be handed over to the macrocell layer as early 
as possible. However, if the platform is much more loaded than the serving microcell, it is 
preferred for mobiles to be handed over to the macrocell layer as late as possible. Hence, 
adapting the handover hysteresis margin according to the difference in loading conditions 
between the serving microcell and the HAPS platform should improve the quality of 
service as compared to Algorithm 1.
In this algorithm, the inter-system hysteresis margins o f the mobiles that are served by the 
tower-based UMTS are adjusted dynamically according to the difference in loading
between their serving base stations and the HAPS platform (Pciiff )- Depending on the
value of P^.^-, a power difference factor {Sp  ) is added to the fixed handover 
hysteresis margin to obtain the adaptive handover hysteresis margins for the mobiles.
'P - d i f f
for all the mobiles that are served by microcell j  (microy) can be defined as:
micro j
^ p . 4
a \ P
omax
O p _ d if f
rmin
^P.diff
T^min nmax ^  p)'^icrOj ,  j-,max nmax
i  Pdiff P^diff d^iff
micro J 
^diff ^  ^
micro J 
^diff < ^
max nmaxl l i
^diff'
max nmax
^dijf
(7.7)
with
j^mtcro;
^diff
P F
B S P F
(7.8)
cmax _  cmin
5 r " , „ = - < 5 S v r .  < 5 ?"w and  are the
T'max nmax T-<min nmax 
1 Pdiff Pdiff
w h e r e  « 2  = „ m » p m a x  p r a in p a x  P - d i g  P -d if f  ■ ' ' P . d i g
m axim um  and m inim um  power difference loading factors. T™" and are the minimum and
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maximum power difference factor and T™" = _pmax ig difference between the
microcell j  power utilisation ratio and the platform power utilisation ratio. 
relationship between Ôp and is shown in Figure 7-6.
m in and the
•m ax
>max
m ax
Figure 7-6: Power difference factor ( Ôp ) vs.
Hence, for A lgorithm  3, the m obile’s inter-system handover hysteresis margin will be 
adjusted dynamically according to . The adaptive handover hysteresis margin o f the 
m obiles served by microcell j  can be written as:
. - ,  m icro: . m icro
^ a é a p . ‘
Ç. m icro :
for P ^ ' <  f - . <P. (7.9)
This algorithm  takes into consideration both the serving microcell’s and platform ’s 
loading conditions. Furthermore, in order to prevent the loading condition from being 
extrem ely unbalanced, the adaptive handover hysteresis margin is only applied when
P jjp  . In the event that a serving microcell is much more loadedT-mm n m a x  ^  n  ^  r m a x  n m a x
than the macrocell layer, i.e., > F  , mobiles in the microcell are allowed to
handover to the macrocell layer as early as possible by being assigned with the smallest 
handover hysteresis margin. Similarly if the macrocell layer is much more loaded than the 
serving microcell, mobiles in the microcell will be handed over to macrocell layer as late
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as possible by being assigned with the largest handover hysteresis margin. This approach 
will accelerate the process of achieving a more balanced loading condition between the 
two layers and hence, achieving a better system quality of service.
7.5 Simulation Model
W e evaluate and compare the performances of reference inter-system handover algorithm  and the 
three proposed adaptive algorithms using the HAPS UMTS dynamic system level sim ulator under 
the following simulation conditions:
7.5.1 Cell Model
The overlay system under evaluation consists of 3 HAPS macrocells located near the nadir that 
are approximated to be equally sized and circular in shape. With G„, = 36.7 dB, the cells projected 
on the ground have a radius of 1 km. The overlay system also includes seven terrestrial tower- 
based microcells with cell radius of 200 m. These seven microcells are located directly under the 
nadir and is at the intersection point of the three macrocells as shown in Figure 7-1. The base 
stations are assumed to transmit only the CPICH and traffic channels. The transmit pow er for the 
CPICH is fixed at 33 dBm for both HAPS UMTS and tower-based UMTS. The base stations that 
serve the microcells have their maximum output power set to 42 dBm each and the total platform  
power available onboard the HAPS is set to 44.8 dBm. The channel power limit is set at 30 dBm.
7.5.2 Traffic Model
32 kbps real time speech service is considered. Calls are generated according to a Poisson process 
with a mean call duration of 120 s. The speech service is modelled as an on-off model, with an 
activity factor of 0.5.
7.5.3 Mobility Model
To evaluate the proposed inter-system handover algorithms more realistically, a continuous 
distribution of m obile speeds is assumed, similar to the mobility model used in [66]. The initial 
speeds o f the mobiles are Gaussian distributed with means o f = 5 km/h and /^  = 45 km/h for 
slow and fast mobiles respectively. The standard deviation of the m obiles’ speeds is assumed to 
be 10 km/h for both cases. The proportions of fast speed mobiles and slow speed mobiles are 
assumed to be 80 % and 20 % respectively for macrocell layer. For the microcell layer, the 
proportions o f fast speed mobiles and slow speed mobiles are assumed to be 20 % and 80 % 
respectively.
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A newly generated call is assigned a uniformly distributed random location in the simulation area. 
The newly arriving mobile will be directed to the appropriate layer based on the speed sensitive 
algorithm with a speed threshold, V;/, = 30 km/h. Mobiles with speed > 30 km/h will be directed to 
macrocells while mobiles with speeds < 30 km/h will be directed to the microcells. Upon arriving 
at the appropriate layer, the system chooses the base station that provides the best link gain as the 
mobile’s serving base station. The initial speed of a new user is assumed to remain unchanged 
throughout the call after it is being assigned. The initial direction of a new user is generated by the 
uniform distribution U[0°, 360°]. A mobile will travel an average distance of 2 km before 
changing its travelling direction. The new direction is generated by a uniform distribution U[-45°, 
45°] with reference to the old direction.
7.5.4 Channel Model
The HAPS channel model described in Section 5.3.4.1 is used, where the mobiles experience 
periods of good and bad states while moving around the service area. The suburban environment 
is chosen for this simulation and the channel parameters used are based on the data collected 
during the satellite measurement campaign carried out by CCSR.
For the terrestrial microcell environment, the terrestrial channel model explained in Section
5.3.4.2 is used with carrier frequency, /  = 2 GHz, Ahf, = 15 m, jUterr = 0 dB , a,e,r = 8 dB and
= 20 m.
7.5.5 Downlink Power Control Model
For HAPS macrocells, the same power control model described in Section 6.2.2.5 is used in this 
evaluation. Similarly for the terrestrial microcells, since all the cells are closely located, it is
assumed that the same centralised downlink transmit power control model used in HAPS 
m acrocells can also be used. However, the antenna gain, in (6.14) will have to be excluded
since we assume that omni directional antennas are used for the terrestrial tower-based base 
stations.
7.5.6 Call Admission Control Model
The newly arrived mobiles will be directed to the appropriate layer based on the speed sensitive 
algorithm with a speed threshold o f 30 km/h. Call admission control will be performed at each
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layer to ensure that by accepting the new calls, the minimum link quality o f all the existing calls
in the service area and the new call will not be affected.
7.5.6.1 Call Admission Control at HAPS M acrocell Layer
Centralised transmit power based call admission control is implemented, where calls are only 
allowed to enter the HAPS macrocells provided that in maintaining the E^ /Zo requirement, i.e.
o f the new and existing calls, there is a non-negative power vector that 
accommodates the new mobile can be found by solving (6.25), and that the output power o f the 
platform does not exceed the platform limit [38]. Furthermore, each forward link channel output 
power should not exceed an allowable limit. Otherwise, the call is blocked. The blocked calls in 
the overlapping areas are allowed to overflow to the microcell layer provided that resources are 
available. For calls arriving at non-overlapped area, i.e., area that serve by HAPS macrocells only, 
once the calls are denied admission by the macrocell layer, they will be blocked since it is 
impossible for these call to overflow to the microcells. Similar conditions are applied when 
adding a new BS to the m obile’s active set during softer handover, accepting a handover mobile 
form  the microcells and accepting an overflow calls from microcells.
7.5.6.2 Call Admission Control at Terrestrial Tower-based M icrocell Layer
Centralised transmit power based call admission control is implemented, where calls are only 
allowed to enter the tower-based m icrocells provided that in m aintaining the EiJIq requirement, 
i.e. (Eh/Io)threshoid of the new and existing calls, there is a non-negative power vector that 
accom m odates the new mobile can be found by solving (6.25), and that the output powers of the 
m icrocells’ base stations do not exceed the base station limit [38]. Furthermore, each forward link 
channel output power should not exceed an allowable limit. Otherwise, the call is blocked. The 
blocked calls are allowed to overflow to the macrocell layer provided that resources are available. 
S im ilar conditions are applied when adding a new BS to the m obile’s active set during softer 
handover, accepting a handover mobile from  the macrocells and accepting an overflow call from 
macrocells.
7.5.7 Performance Measures
The perform ance indicators used to evaluate the over inter-system handover algorithms are:
• Q uality of service
o New call blocking probability (P^): The probability that a new user is denied 
access to the overlay network by the call admission control mechanism.
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o Call dropping rate (PJ: The rate at which ongoing calls are dropped from the 
overlay network due to the calls being outaged continuously for more than 5 s.
o Grade o f service (GoS): GoS = P/, + 10 P .^ A larger weighting factor is given to 
the dropping rate as it is much more annoying for a mobile to lose an ongoing call 
than to be denied access to the overlay network.
R esource u tilisation
o Number o f handover operations per call: The average num ber o f handover 
operations including both soft/softer handover (add, drop or link replacement) 
and inter-system handover.
7.5.8 Simulation Parameters
The simulation parameters are summarised in Table 7-1.
Table 7-1: Simulation parameters used for HAPS/tower-based overlay system performance
evaluation
Parameter Value
Radio access WCDMA
Chip rate 3.84 Mcps
Speech service bit rate 32 kbps
Max. HAPS platform  power 44.8 dBm
Max. m icrocells’ base station output power 42 dBm
M ax. traffic channel output power 30 dBm
CPICH transmit power 33 dBm
Simulation time step 0.5 s
M (avgmgm g 8
Active set size 2
(E //Z o)th resho ld 7d B
A T  for soft/softer handover (adding, dropping and 2.5 s
replacing a link) and inter-system handover
Q m acro c  m icro 4 d B
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Param eter Value
o  m acro q m icro  
^ d r o p  ’ ^ d ro p 6d B
macro 2d B
A H ""''" 2d B
and S r « 1 dB
and S r , . f f -1 dB
P m ic r o  p m a c r o  p m a x 0.5
7.5.9 Simulation Results and Performance Comparison
In this evaluation, fast fading is assumed to be averaged out due to its short correlation length and 
is not considered in our evaluation. M  received samples o f E JIq are averaged over a rectangular
window before being com pared with the handover margins {Sadd, Sdr„p, ô J i and
W e assum e that when the handover (soft/softer handover and inter-system hard handover) 
requests are denied due to resource limitations, the mobiles will continue to try to execute the 
handover process in the subsequent time step as long as the m obiles’ handover margins
( A/Z , AZZ and ) meet the handover criteria. Due to link variations caused
by the m obility o f the mobiles and/or varying channel and traffic conditions, even if  no new 
mobiles are admitted, a feasible power vector might not be found at a particular instant. In this 
case, a simple step-wise removal algorithm is used to identify one by one the mobiles having the 
worst link gain conditions to be outaged (i.e., have their downlink traffic channels switched off) 
until the required EiJIo value is achieved in the remaining links [38] in each layer. A mobile that is 
in outage continuously for 5 s will be dropped.
The traffic load for the macrocell layer is fixed at 20 Erlangs per cell throughout the simulation 
and the traffic load for the microcell layer is varied from 7 - 1 3  Erlangs per cell. The simulation 
results in terms of blocking probability, call dropping rate, grade of service and average number 
of handover operations per call are obtained and shown in Figure 7-7 to Figure 7-10
From  the sim ulation results obtained, it is observed that the three proposed adaptive inter-system 
handover algorithm s can effectively balance the loads among the layers and improve the blocking
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probability significantly compared to the reference algorithm. The improved blocking probability 
is likely due to less frequent blocking of calls arriving to the area covered only by the HAPS 
macrocells. We also note that since the traffic loading per macrocell is larger than the traffic 
loading per microcell, the macrocell layer will likely to handover more mobiles to the microcell 
layer in order to balance the loading between the two layers. Hence, this will cause the call 
dropping rate at the microcell layer to increase. The call dropping rates obtained using the 
adaptive inter-system handover algorithms are slightly higher than the call dropping rate obtained 
using the non-adaptive algorithm. Comparing the performances in terms of grade o f service (Go5" 
= +10P(/), the three proposed adaptive inter-system handover algorithms outperform the
reference algorithm  due to the large improvements in blocking probabilities.
Comparing the qualities of service among the three adaptive inter-system handover algorithms, it 
is noted that by using the loading conditions of both the serving microcell and the HAPS platform, 
a better GoS  can be achieved. Hence, Algorithms 2 and 3 outperform Algorithm  1. The GoS 
obtained using A lgorithm  2 and Algorithm 3 are comparable.
From resource utilisation point o f view, simulation results obtained show that the three proposed 
adaptive algorithms cause an increase in the average number of handover operations per call. This
is mainly due to the effect of the proposed adaptive algorithms trying to balance the loads 
between the layers all the time by handing over mobiles from one layer to the other even though 
the layers might not be heavily loaded. This is more obvious for Algorithm 2 and Algorithm 3 
since their handover hysteresis margins are determined by the loading conditions at both layers. In 
addition, as explained in Section 7.4.2, the adaptive handover hysteresis for Algorithm 2 is 
applied only if the loading conditions at the serving microcell and the HAPS platform  are above a
minimum loading level, i.e., and . This will result in
additional handovers when the serving base stations are lightly loaded. Therefore, the number of 
handover operations per call obtained using Algorithm 2 is the highest.
The choice o f an appropriate handover algorithm requires trade-off between the quality of service 
and the resource utilisation performances obtained. In general. Algorithm 3 seems to provide a 
balanced perform ance among these performance indicators.
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7.6 Discussion
In this study, the following conclusions can be drawn:
# In a HAPS/tower-based overlay UMTS, due to the centralised management o f the power
resource onboard the HAPS platform, the inter-system handover hysteresis margin for 
mobiles connected to the tower-based microcells can be dynamically adjusted according 
to the information on both the loading conditions o f the macrocell layer (based on HAPS 
platform downlink output power) and of the serving microcells. This will not be possible 
if the macrocell coverage is provided by terrestrial tower-based UMTS.
# With the use o f information on both the loading conditions of the serving microcell and of
the macrocell layer to dynamically adjust the inter-system handover hysteresis margin, 
the system  performance in terms of quality of service can be further enhanced.
# The adaptive inter-system handover algorithms have a higher mean num ber of handover 
operations per call as compared to that obtained using the reference non-adaptive 
handover algorithm.
7.7 Conclusion
In this chapter, we have described the potential scenario of deploying the HAPS UMTS together 
with terrestrial tower-based UMTS with HAPS UMTS providing continuous macrocell coverage 
and tower-based UMTS providing selected areas of hot spot coverage. The various types of 
handover scenarios in the HAPS/tower-based overlay UMTS are also identified and explained. 
Some o f the important design considerations are also highlighted.
A non-adaptive inter-system handover algorithm cannot perform well in a complex and dynamic 
overlay environment. Handover algorithms that do not adapt to the loading conditions in an 
overlay system  will not be able to achieve a uniform quality of service due to the unbalanced 
loading conditions among layers and cells. The three proposed adaptive inter-system handover 
algorithms are able to achieve more balanced loading conditions among the layers and hence 
im prove the quality of service over the reference non-adaptive inter-system handover algorithm.
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Chapter 8
8 Conclusions and Future Work
This chapter summarises the research work completed and highlight the significance and
im plications o f this research. The potential areas of future work are also discussed.
8.1 Summary of Completed Work and Significant Findings
The im portant unique characteristic of HAPS UMTS is that all base station transm it antenna 
beams essentially originate from the same phased array antenna onboard the platform. As the 
altitude of the HAPS is much larger than the dimensions o f the phased array antenna, the wanted 
and interfering signals traverse almost the same path and hence undergo similar path loss and 
shadowing. Therefore, the received signal-to-interference ratios (SIRs) of the mobiles in HAPS 
UMTS are dependent on the antenna radiation pattern rather than the channel characteristics (path 
loss and shadowing). Hence, in HAPS UMTS, the transmissions from the two base stations that 
are in a m obile’s active set during softer handover can be considered as providing downlink 
transm it diversity and uplink receive diversity (space diversity) instead o f macro diversity as in 
terrestrial tower-based systems. Furthermore, the HAPS geometry allows handover between cells 
to be faster and softer. This is because a single timer can be used to synchronise all cells.
The softer handover effect on the forward link system  capacity o f HAPS UMTS system  is 
determ ined based on the understanding of the above unique HAPS characteristics. Taking into 
consideration both the capacity gain and capacity loss due to softer handover, the optimum  
norm alised softer handover distances are established for softer handover involving two base 
stations and three base stations.
The perform ance of the soft/softer handover algorithms can be evaluated either analytically or by 
sim ulation. The analytical approach usually requires an assumption o f a more simplified scenario 
such as a mobile travelling in a straight line between two base stations. The simulation approach 
on the other hand, allows a more realistic cellular environment to be incorporated. In this work, a 
HAPS UM TS dynamic system level sim ulator is developed so that the perform ance evaluation 
and analysis of the conventional and proposed handover algorithms for HAPS UMTS can be 
carried out.
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Since HAPS UMTS will likely be using the proposed IMT- 2000/UM TS terrestrial component 
radio transmission technologies and protocols, the conventional soft/softer algorithm proposed for 
terrestrial tower-based UMTS should also be applicable for HAPS UMTS. The performances of 
HAPS UMTS using the conventional UMTS softer handover algorithms with different sets of add 
and drop margins are evaluated. The set of add and drop margins that gives the best system 
performance for the range of traffic loading that we are interested in is identified. Furthermore, it 
is found that for HAPS UMTS, it is not necessary to have an active set size of more than 2.
In dynamic cellular mobile communications environments, the fixed threshold handover 
algorithms will not be able to achieve optimum performance. To obtain high performance in 
dynamic environment, handover algorithms should adapt to cell loading conditions, m obiles’ 
travelling speeds and directions, traffic distributions, etc. Hence, in Chapter 6 and 7, we exploit 
the unique characteristics of HAPS UMTS to implement adaptive handover algorithms for a 
single layer HAPS UMTS and HAPS/tower-based overlay UMTS respectively. The proposed 
algorithms are developed specifically for HAPS UMTS and may not be suitable for other systems 
employing other infrastructures such as terrestrial tower-based systems.
First, we utilise the unique HAPS UMTS characteristic that base station antennas are collocated to 
implement sim ple and effective adaptive softer handover algorithms. In HAPS UMTS, due to the 
collocation of the base station antennas, the CPICH signals transmitted by the base stations to the 
mobile experience the same path loss and shadowing. Thus, if we assume that fast fading can be 
averaged out due to its short correlation length, then, the differences between the received E JIq 
values from a m obile’s serving base station and its neighbouring base stations are basically the 
differences in antenna gains between the base stations. Because these antenna gain differences are 
deterministic, the rate of change of the difference between the received E JIq from the m obile’s 
serving base station and the strongest received E J h  from its neighbouring base stations {ROC^,nod 
can provide reliable information on a m obile’s relative travelling speed and direction for the 
design o f adaptive handover algorithms, since ROC^piioi is only influenced by the base stations’ 
antenna radiation pattern rather than the propagation environment. Hence, adapting softer 
handover margins to the ROC^,u„,, is basically adapting the softer handover margins to the 
m obile’s travelling speed and direction. This approach is simple to implement since the E JIq 
values of all base stations are readily available. Two adaptive algorithms using the above 
approach are proposed. In the first algorithm, only the add margin is adaptive. W hereas for the 
second algorithm, both add and drop margins are adaptive. The proposed adaptive algorithms are 
able to allow a fast moving mobile that is crossing a smaller handover area to initiate the handover
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process earlier and a slow moving that is crossing a large softer handover area to initiate the 
handover process at a later time. Hence, the proposed algorithms can maximise the quality o f
service and minimise the resource utilisation. The proposed algorithms outperform  the 
conventional non-adaptive softer handover algorithm in both quality o f service and resource 
utilisation. Furthermore, although the algorithm which adapts both add and drop margins to 
achieves a much better performance in terms of quality o f service as compared to the
algorithm which adapts only the add margin, the form er will result in more resources being 
utilised. Furthermore, it is also more complex to implement as compared to the algorithm  which 
adapts only the add margin.
Next, one o f the important features in HAPS UMTS is the fact that power resource onboard the 
HAPS platform  can be shared among all base stations. This will allow the limited power resource 
to be effectively and efficiently utilised. It has been identified by other researchers that system  
perform ance can be improved if the soft/softer handover margins o f the mobiles are allowed to 
vary dynam ically according to the loading condition of each cell. For HAPS UMTS with onboard 
pow er resource sharing, there is a need to implement an effective cell loading adaptive softer 
handover algorithm  for HAPS UMTS so that the performance can be optimised. W e note that 
since all base stations share a central pool of downlink output power, it is theoretically possible 
for any base station to utilise up to the maximum output pow er that is available for the traffic 
channels onboard the HAPS as long as all the mobiles in the service area meet their respective 
received Et/Zo requirements. Hence, there is a also need to determine the range o f base station 
downlink output powers within which adaptive softer handover algorithms can be applied 
effectively so as to optimise the system performance. To address these issues, we propose an 
adaptive softer handover algorithm tailored to the operating scenario where all base stations share 
a common pool o f power onboard the HAPS platform. The proposed algorithm outperform s the 
conventional non-adaptive algorithm in both the quality of service and resource utilisation. By 
selecting the design parameters of the proposed algorithm  appropriately and by trading off 
between the softer handover performance indicators, optimum system  perform ance can be 
achieved.
Finally, three adaptive inter-system handover algorithms are proposed for a HAPS/tower-based 
overlay UMTS. Due to the centralised management o f the power resource onboard the HAPS 
platform , the proposed algorithms use the total platform downlink output power to determine the 
loading conditions in the macrocell layer. For mobiles that are handing down from macrocells to
m icrocells, their handover hysteresis margins are adjusted dynam ically according to the loading 
conditions of the HAPS platform only. The loading condition at the microcell layer cannot be
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taken into consideration in determining the handover hysteresis margin because all the base 
stations have their own specific traffic loading conditions and mobiles that are handing over from 
macrocells to microcells do not have any prior knowledge o f which microcell that they will be 
handed over to. However, for mobiles served by the microcell layer, their inter-system handover 
hysteresis margins can be dynamically adjusted according to the information on both the loading 
condition in the macrocell layer (base on HAPS platform downlink output power) and the loading 
conditions in their serving microcells. This is because the power resource on the HAPS is 
centrally pooled and shared among all macrocells. Hence, only the loading condition of the entire 
macrocell layer can be used to adjust the handover hysteresis margin, instead o f the loading 
conditions in the individual macrocells. The three proposed algorithms use a common m acrocell 
to microcell inter-system handover algorithm but different microcell to macrocell inter-system  
handover algorithms. The first algorithm uses only the serving m icrocell’s loading condition for 
adapting the handover hysteresis margin. The second algorithm compares the loading conditions 
between the serving microcell and the macrocell layer and adapts the handover hysteresis margin 
to the loading condition o f the more heavily loaded layer. The third algorithm  uses the difference 
in the loading conditions between the serving microcell and the macrocell layer to determ ine the 
handover hysteresis margin. The three proposed adaptive algorithms outperform the reference 
non-adaptive algorithm in terms o f quality of service since a more balanced loading condition can 
be achieved among the layers. It is observed that by using the information on both the loading 
conditions o f the serving microcell and of the macrocell layer to dynamically adjust the inter­
system handover hysteresis margin, we can achieve a better quality of service. However, the 
adaptive inter-system  handover algorithms give a higher mean num ber of handover operations per 
call as com pared to the reference non-adaptive algorithm.
The above work can be extended in several directions as described in the next section.
8.2 Future Work
Some of the potential related areas o f research are listed and briefly discussed as follows:
• O ther types o f platforms such as solar planes can also be deployed as HAPS. These 
platforms will fly in a tight circle or a fixed pattern during operation. If beam shaping and 
beam steering antennas are not available, the cell coverage on the ground will move with 
the platform. Calls will experience frequent handovers between cells. Hence an efficient 
handover algorithm  will be required to maximise the quality o f service and minim ise the 
resource utilisation.
• HAPS will likely be deployed as part of an integrated network consisting o f satellite, 
HAPS and traditional terrestrial tower-based systems as shown in Figure 8-1.
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Furthermore, more than one HAPS will be required to provide seamless coverage. Hence, 
there is a need to address the soft handover issues in inter-HAPS handover. The adaptive 
handover algorithms utilising the information on the downlink platform power proposed 
in this thesis can be adapted to the inter-HAPS handover scenario, to achieve a more 
balanced loading condition between the two FLAPS systems. Handover between HAPS 
and satellite systems should also be studied.
SAT-HAPS
links
HAPS
backhaul
link
.Satellite
ground
station
Inter HAPS
Communicationli^roadcast
HAPS
station
Satellite coverage 
HAPS coverage
Terrestrial ground based 
micro/pico cells
Figure 8-1: An integrated network consisting of satellite, HAPS and terrestrial tower-based
components
•  Site selection diversity power control (SSDT) has been proposed as one o f the forward 
link power control methods that can be used while the mobile station is in the handover 
region [24]. The operating principle o f  SSDT is that the best cell o f  the active set is 
dynamically chosen as the only transmitting site, and the other cells involved in 
soft/softer handover will turn down their DPDCHs (Dedicated Physical Data Channels). 
The DPCCH (Dedicated Physical Control Channel) is transmitted as per normal. Hence
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SSDT reduces the downlink interference generated during the handover process. W ith all 
base stations centrally located, it is much simpler to implement SSDT for HAPS UM TS 
than for the terrestrial tower-based systems where all the base stations are geographically 
separated. Hence, the performance of SSDT for HAPS UMTS should be verified.
As HAPS is expected to provide limited indoor coverage (near the building edge, 
windows, entrance to a building, etc), it is envisaged that mobiles moving from within 
buildings to outdoors can handover from indoor picocells to a HAPS m icro/macrocells 
directly or vice versa. Hence, there is a need to look into the handover algorithms for such 
scenarios.
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